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PREFACE--------
~~ns report contains ~he lectures giren during the

h Anniversary Symposium held at the Institute during'

:th to 21st January 1981••

Some years back, vIe started displaying the portraits

great scientists and mathematicians of the world on the

the lnsti t.ut e, Besides offeI'ing our admiration and

espect to these great men, the por tr at ts undoubtedly give

us great enthusiasm and defi ni tely keep our plane of thinking

very bigho To appreciate the fact that they were also

people like us and they had to strive hard to get their dis-

coveries recognized by other pioneers in their fields,

!Professor Ramakrishnan suggested that ve may discuss in this
"

anniversary symposium about the biographi.cal background of

these sca entd st s , especially the circumstances which made

"

t.

them to think of such original and fundamental problems and ~,J.

the fortitl~us background which empoweredth~n tackle and

solve such p ro bl.em s,

We are real2.y fortunate that Professor C.J .Eliezer

"
"

from La Trobe Urri versi ty, Australia is with us" He ,-rorked

in Cambridge, U.K, with Professor Diraco He is telling us

about seme of his personal experience with Professor Dirac.

I do hope that the proceedings will give us great strength

,to persue on problems of great depth.

I thank the lecturers :~or :gutting their great efforts,

Professor RoParthasarathy for all organi zational assistance

and Mr.N.SoSampath for hi's great enthusiasm in bringing,

out the J:v1atscience Report in the present forme

HADRAS-600 113
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The Nineteenth Matscience Anniversary Symposium- .was held

~Jat,Matscience from' 17th to 21st January
"~;
~,.'tr3iographica+J.pproach to Modern Physics

~""

1981 with the theme 'A
,

- Planck to Salam, the

fquantum to the Quarkt• The symposium was inaugurated by
:.'-/'

! .

(-His Excellency Mr•..~adiq All, the Governor of Tamil Nadu, The

portraits of Sin-Itiro Tomonoga and Hideki Yukawa were unveiled

by Mr.Masanari Ozaki, Consul General. of Japan, Madras and the

portai ts of Julian Schwinger and Emilio Segre ".;ereunveiled by

Mr. Christopher L. Sholes, Director, USrG.ii,Madras. The present

report contains a collection of art~cles by some of the parti-

cipants of the symposium who discussed the historical perspectives

of physics from the time of Planck at the beginning of this century

to the present era of Salam through the contributions of the

various outstanding scientists who developed modern physics.
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ALBERT EINSTElN.C;.'!".:MAGICOR LOGIC
.:.=:':"=~ ~... $7 - • i -..-' 1 I ,==. i ...:=

.: .. ~..,.

f Alladi Ramakr'Lshnan
Director~ MATSCIENCE,Madras-2e.

Albert Einstein - there is a maLic aboi. t the name whi.ch

become eynonymcus with mathem.atical ee~us~ phys i.ca'L intuition?

:,8. wide understandings humanity and a subl.a.ne simplioi ty .tha't goes

j,'With true greatness. How z.s it that in this age of science, in a

,world used to the Lreatness of Nobel Prizemen and the prestige of

: Ivy League 9 Harvard a.ndPrinceton~ Oxford and Cambridge 1 GottiIl[;en

.:and HeLdeLberg , Einstein should have acqui red a re.2utation which

transcends those of the intellectual giants of all time~ Newton

and llaxwel11 Gauss and Riem~1U, Galileo and Copernicus» Euclid

and Archimedes? What were the circUmstances that made the
.,

incredible possible? Was it a gradual rise or a sudden blaze to

unrivalled fame?

It all happened due to the pUblication of three papers in
I
\

vear in 1905 when Einst~in was just a patent office civil" ~
one

servant, not workinG in a University as an academician. The three

paper-s changed the face of modern physi cs , each giving him a riGht

to immortality. One dealt withthe Brownian motion of :;?articles,

another wi th the qunntum nature of li[:,ht$ which won for him the

Nobel Prize and the th3.rd with the spec i a'L theor~/ of relativi ty p

which earned for him a unique l'1lace iI!- human history. It WaS the

theory of relati vi ty that rocked the world and dazzled the minds
1

of every one from the novice to the Nobel Laureate. Every human

being is concerned with sIlace and time and feels it obvious that

, these two are dis~inct9 one havinb no Lnf'Luence on the other.

+.. .Sq;t:tpt "use d in the. Television Pro gramrne on tEinstein I on

'vt;~~"""~~~ilii;;m'''~~~''''''i,''j"" ..". , ...
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of them as" IJart of the, same mathematical physical structure

founded the' imagination and staggered the senses. Similarly~

is used to the concept of indestructibility of matte r , though
;

are of the release of energy by combustion which is interI?reted

a rearrangement or recombina.tion but not a destruction of atoms.

matter could just di.sappean and become energy and what is more

a small amount of matter couLd release an enormous amount of

excited the imagination of the world. Howis it that the

of the unity of srace and time occurred just to one man,

HallY first rate mi.nd s were concerned with problems which were

at one stroke by his discovery? Howis it that a patent

executive decided to go ~ead and publish his ideas when

~,established scientists of emi.nence were puzv Led to distr8ction by
oj; .•

the insbluble nature of the problems?' Howis it that the scientific
:;:l:'"

':,world acce pted his work without· delay and with unrestrained enthusiasm'
/'

~\we shall attempt to answer these questions and understand the life

.:of a m811~ the Like of whomthe ·...ro rLd will not ..:leefor centuries to
,;

,.
v .
"come0

Einstein was born on l!.!arch14~ 1879 in Ulm, a lovely old German

;city on the Danube at the foot of the SWabian Alr>s. The Einsteins

'c;werejews hailing from Baohau , a small town between Lake Constance

and U'Lm , The f'a the r-, Hermann, who owned a small electrical vorkehop

'was a ~jcvi aI man fond of beer and good food ~ Schiller and Heine. ',
"

,.
:'He was of such good nature that his business suffered and the

,Einsteins shifted to Munich'vIlithin a year of .Albert t s 'birth. It was

sas thou.gh his' birth in Ullll was just to justify the tradition that~:.

>·the people of that City were mathematicians.
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In I,IIunichhe studied i!l a Catholi c school from five to ten and

tben in the Luitpold Gymnasium. As a boy he did not openly reveal

or ~erha~s no one noticed the precocity of a genius who enli[~tened

the vorLd twenty ye ar-s later. However there occurred an incident

which bas now become famous in the Li.gh t of his farae. He was

iHlpressed and exci ted that a .aagneta c needle atwaya painted to the

same direction. 1,tJhatWas it that 'existed' in empty space which

constrained the needle to a :;;articular direction? It was just like

any other question by an..Lnte Ll.Lgen't inquisi ti ve bo;;$ but obviously

it turned out to be the'unnoticed starting ~oint of the greatest

,; ,intellectual revolution of our times! Even ·as a boy he WaStroubled

by this question. Howdd.d God create the universe?

The other early influ.ence viaS music ~ through his mother $

particularly the violin which WaSto become the s~nnbol of his

greatness.

The Gymnasiumwas just a conventional school and young Einstein

seems to have desju sed educatd cnal, discipline tlhich he felt inter-

fered with the radical enqu.iring mind~ essential to a scientist.

Though there was no visible evidence of precocity" from 'hindsight'

we could trace the oriGins of his achievement to his spirit of

dissension and obsession vd th the nature of the universe.

The family moved to Itals~ in 1894. where he studied in a Swiss

school in Milan. Very SOOl1due to the prccaru oue financial si tuation

in the family $ his father u.rged him to forget the 'philosophical

nonsense' vha.ch engaged his mind and turn to the sensible trade of

electrical eneineerillg by entering the famous Federal Institute of

Technoloey (E. T.H.) at Zurich. He could not at first quaL~:~ in
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the entrance examination and had to stay in Aarau for a year before
obtaining adut ssf.on to tie 1;;.ToH~During this period he sent a "paper '
to his uncle 'concernine the investigations on the state of Aether in

agnetic fields' - hardl;y a suitable subJect for a budding electrical
ngineer!' But it Was a remarkable paper for a boy of sixteen in which

posterity would discern the seeds of relativity after its discovery
in 1905!

Life in Aarau had the tranquil charm 'of the Swiss co~ntryside
and young Einstein liked it so much that he renoLUlced his German

ation2..lity to express his detest8.tion of t.heviolent anti-semi tic
eeling growinf; in his Dative country , Since he 'Has only sixteen

this renunciation had no legal consequence. He paaae d the entrance
examination for the E.T.H. and shifted to Zu.rich. Among his teachers
there Here Minkowski, the famous ma thematd cj on and Weberp the

Mink')wski who at that time felt that Einstein was
'a lazy dog who never bothered about ma'thema.ti ce at all'? was to
ecome the most ardent and effective supporter and protagonist of

Ielativity after its discovery by Einstein~ Under Weberp Einstein
studied physics getting fruniliar with the work of MaxWellp Faraday
and Hertz.

For a few years after graduation Einstein was unemployed when
e published his earlier papers in the Annalen der physik entitled

t lr!erence to be drawn from capillary phenomenon.' It WaS then
through the good offices of his friend }\,IarcelGrossman he got the
job of a class III Civil servant in a patent office in Berne on a
salary of 4000 francs a year. While working there in early 1905

e got his Ph.D. by presenting,his thesiS to the University of Zurich
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"titled 'A new definition of molecular dimension' and dedicated
~:'.i to his friend tIarcel Grossman. He just made it despite

):10

~t;ru.deness in styLe and slips of pen' through the mastery of
-..t;.

xiathematieal iilethods.

In Berne he lived in a small r oo,n and walked to hi s office.

He did his work "Ji tn diLigence and efficiency but found time to

contemplate on the real question that worried him to the depths of

his beingp the existence or the nonexistence of aether. Between 1901

to 1904 he published five uaper s , like any other 'competent student

of theoretical physics~ on statistical concepts in liquids and gases,

work wh.ich in tLJe pr-oved to be as significailt as that of Gibbs.

During this period he acquired two 9Upils one Solovine and other

Marie who soon becalile his wife. They spent hours discussing various
, "

questions in physics ~t there was nothing to herald the bursting

of the blazing r ocket of an idea which would illumine the whole domain

of physics. Obviously during these years Einstein spent many hours

of intense contemplation with ferocious concentration not noticed

by others. Out of this wombof though.t emerged the charmed triad of

papers comparable only '~o that of NewtonI s triple discovery of

Calculus, the spectrwn of libht and the law of gravit2tion.

What was the state of physics which stimulated tll; conception of

these ideas? vl.hat were the questions that troubled Einstein first

to dis-tl."action then to cO!'l:templation and finally to, aohf.evemerrt?

At the tu.rn of the century the world of Dhysics saw the birth

of the Q1..:.antuJilTheor~y-due to l1ax Planck. Though it had its origin

in a statistical ~henomenon1 the composition of black body radiation,

it WaS a total break from the past and the starting point of twentieth

-.-......----------~----~----
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That light enerGY was 'quantized' or divided into

'Tete packets$ each packet being :)J!1Oprtional to the frequency s

~nce~t at vari2~ce with the age old idea that energy could ass~une

astounding hypothesis forced on the physical

(fd by experiment and observation. It took about t\'Jenty five years

ore this could be iiIlbedded ~nto a compLet,e theory of quantum

at the hands of Eohrs Heisenber£:aud Earn: Scftrodinger and

Planck's quantum hypothesis dealt vJith litht or electromagnetiC

There was another even more challell{.:-ing problem regarding

a Legacy from the days of Newton and the earlie.st measurements

velocity b~ Fizeau 8XldFoucalt. It was established beyond

doubt that the velocity of light Was constant in all frames of

referencf moving with uniform velocity with res~ect to one another.

This looked like a 'violation' of intuition and even reaSon for it

seems obvious to ~yone that things move slower relative to a person

who is chasinL. the 111 and faster relative to one movtng away from them•

. 'But the cons-tancy of lit,ht velocity was an experimental fact as

demonstrated by Michelson and 1~orle;y. If light is transmitted through

the hypc the td cal, med.iumaether, the medium should have ver;,r special

features to maintain the COnfJtC:.l~C~'of the veLccaty of Lxght , 'But the

Maxwell ecua td one '·Tere cons; ste.i t - i +.,., -., .•.....p ...,.; ,;e' . t and Lorent?: t" ed• ( •• oJ. '" ••• ., .••• \._ VB 1,.;_,.• __ .\." ..•. , ,..J... _ no a c

their invariance vJi th respect to a 1118,th8ru8.-ti(;~11 tre.nsformation of

sPace and time coordinates ~ the ueani.ng of whi.ch he did not comprehend

at that time. The equations did not need the postulate of aether

for their validity but only their invariance under Lorentz transforma-

tion.
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Einstein, as an unknown :ph;::sicist concerned hil~self with the

'almost insoluble problem which baffled the masters like Lorentz

and poincare. What is the rhysical siGnificance of the invariance

of equ.ations under the Lorentz transforination? What has this

tr8ftsformation Lot to do with the constancy of lihht velocity?

Whatwould ha:!!2en if we chase lii;,ht by riding on a l1article as

fast of light?

The insurrection in the nnnd of Einstein continued till 1905

vhen in a sudden flash he realised that the Lorentz transformation

as applicable to the motion of massive particles and that space

time occurring in the tran·sfonnation

l
/

x ' = x -vt
I-v/c2

t' = t x v/c2
1 - v/c2

c = velocity of light.

ferred ~~lt~_ iptervals be.:tweenevents- relatigg to· the observqtion

With a vaulting leap of imagination,

courage and confidence he arrived at the conclusion that

the same transformation would apply also to energy and momentum .

e add.ng to the fantastic conclusion that mass increases with velocity

d that t~e mass of a particle was equivalent to its energy~ These

onclusions were published in the famous paper entitled 'Electro-

moving media'

m = __ mo=;.o __

l-v2/c2
E = p = mv

The Language used is not the Same as in Einstein's papers.. But the
a~thor has recently shovm that if an eve~t is defined as the bDserva-
t~on of a massive point particle, needless confusion due to meaning-
less paradoxes which still persist"could be avoided. .

-----~--..""- _. -_._ .._ - .•..-~ - .- --.
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Within tvJOyears of its publication, the theory of relativity

"waSaccept€dby the scientific ..Jorld~ for it a.rswere d all the

Duzzling questions relating to light and electromagnetic phenomena.
"
Lorentz" the father of the electron and Of the transformation that

bears his name, realized that Einstein had formulated a single law

valid both in mechanics and in electromagnetism. The merit of

Einstein's theory was that it preserved the mechanics of Newton for

phenomena involving ordinary velocities and made spectacularly new

predictions for very fast particles. He did not overthrow Newton

but in evers" sense he stood on his shoulders and so wQ,sable to look

much farther - far enough to realise a new feature of nature - the

convertibility of mass into enerLY. The logic of it was so compelling

that it was accepted by the leading physicists of. the time vii th obvious
.~

j enthusiasm and approbation. Einstein with a modesty 'ch~racteristic,

; only of purest genius stated that it was a t systematic extension of

. the eLec'tz-odynamics of Maxwell and Lorentz'. The conversion of mass

.nto energy explained the energtics of particles in radioactive trans-

formations. To many~ the actual' possibili ty of the conver-s.i on of

atter into large amounts of energy ~ either for military pur-pose s or

or harnessing for peaceful purposes seemed very remote. Rutherford
r

architect of the nuclear model of the atom till the end of his

ife felt it Was 'moonshine' to hope to release the energy locked in

he atom. Hahn's discovery of fission and the Manh~ttan ?roject under

st:r-ess of war were still to come before the 'dream' or 'ru.grrtanar-e '

f atomic energy had to be realised.
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With the establishment of r-eLa't.ivf, ty~·'theor:T Ei.nste i.n was appod.rrte d

socia.te Prof'e ss or in Zurich or a modest .salar:; of 4500 francs a

ear, aV-[;lilentedby lecture fees. But he Was indifferent to material

ewards and was .nore concerned with his mission to understand the

ature of the universe around h.ira , It was said that a man who had

evo11).tionised the ConC81't of time could not afford adecen t clock

n his room and did. not mind it. ' A.nyv.ay::within a few years of

the publication of the trium.phant triad of paper e he was acknow.Ledged

e foremost ph~'sicist of his time by the conununaty of phys Lc.i st s ,

ough it took some time before the 'mystic aura' of transcendent

surrounded his name. It was a fact he never worried about

ney and 'Wasqui te casual about 'creature comforts i 0 \lJhat he needed

is leisure to be busy with his own thoughts9 for the greatest was

t· to come - the general theory of relati vi ty.

Einstein was popular as a lecture who had the habit of stopping

d asking whether he 'Wasundez-etood, He was precise and cLear ,

rely using notes and spoke with a touch of humour. He brushed

oulders and pi tted his brains \vith Planck in Ber Lan, Rutherford in

gland and Poincare in Paris. He just needed pencil$ papers pipe

ace and relaxation and he found it in Switzerland. He was a Swiss

tazen at home \-'itll the tranquil surroundings of that 'Schonste land f •

It was then that he was offered a full professorship in Prague

n a fine institute \-lith a magnificent library'. One of his students

s Otto Stern Whowas to follow him to various centres in Europe,

ter to America, and play a significant part during the Second World

, .r. At Prague he enj oyed the solemn sounds of the organs in the

tholic Cathedrals 9 the chorales in Protestant churchess the mournful

------------------------_. __ ._...
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Jewish me Lod i.e s , and the folk rnu.s i.c and works of the German, Czech

and Russian composer s , Here ge"'ninated the first ideas of ccneral

relativity and the 2rinci~le of equivalence to take the shape of a

complete theory when he shifted later to Berlin.

He Was invited to Leiden by Lorentz and then to the first Solvay

Congress in 1911. Einstein the ex-German Swiss attended it as

Austro-Hunearian from Prague. All the leadiub lights of Europe

ere there - Planck~ Poincare~ Curie~ Le~gevini Jeans, Rutherford

d others, with Lorentz presiding. Einstein also ~et Lindemann,

ater Lord Cherwell J the scientific adv.i ser to C·'\l.rchill. Everyone

ound the greatest genius of the century a pathetic naivette in the

rdinary affairs of life. In 1912 he accepted the chair for mathema-

ical phys i cs at the ETH9 in Zurich, offered to him on the r-e commenda-

ion by MadameCurie and Poincare.

Einstein's partiCipation in the Solvay Congress had one major

onscquenoe , Planck and Nernst became interested in redeeming Einstein

or GerGlanywhere a new research Institute was being started in :Berlin

n the name of the Emperor. The Physics faculty at Berlin compared

avourably with the t incomparable' Cavendish under J. J. and Rutherfordv

anck end Nernst met Einstein at EoT.Ho and pleaded with him to take

p the professorship which he did at the new Kaiser. Wilhelm Insti tute

n a special salary of 12)00 Marks a year. He was also elected to a

pecial chair of the Prussi.an Academyof Sciences.

As stressed by Son1l11erfeldthe Lei sure afforded to him Ln Berlin

'as fresponsi ble for the successful comp.Lo t.Lon 0 the general theory

f relati vi ty.. Whenthe first world \.Jm' broke out the philosopher

aCifist found himself isolated \-lith his work in Berlin. Einstein ts
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vJar-time contacts outside Germanywere Lorentz and Ehrenfest. He

retained t~ie privileged posi tin of a critic rf war whose presence

waSto be tolerated though his vi.ews were disliked. The redemption

from this delicate si tuation came only \vith the end of the war and

the total defeat of Germany.

During the vJar there was a great change in his domestic life.

He and his Wife, Mileva9 were first separated and then divorced

and Einstein? w i t h characteristic indifference to his personal

needs, agreed to make over to her the proceeds of the Nobel Prize

,. which he hoped to win within a few years. He fulfilled his pr-om.i ee ,

an act of triple significance - that he was generous 9 that he was

man of his word and that he had fai th in his work vhi ch deserved a

Nobel award~

It WaSduring the war years that the General theory of relativity

was taking shape in his mind. Just as the constancy of light worried

him.leading to the discovery of special relati vi ty 9 the following

question held his mind and led him to the general theory: An external

force acting on a mass produces acceleration and for a given force

if we increase the i.HaSSthe acceleration decreases. However the

acceleration of naas due to gravi tation is indeDendent of maSS

(Galileo). So the force is proportiopal to mass which is identical

vii th the rest Bass occurring in special relati vi ty! This pr-Lncd.p l,e

of eqUivalence led hi~ to the famouS postulate that we could ihink
of f?.ravitation a,s a property of s~~ in the presence of matter of

more preCisely: there is a curvature of space due to the existence
of'. -'-flatter.
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In 19163 in Vo Lume 49 of the Annalen der Physik, was published

. , I The t'ounc.:3.tionof the General Theor~· of Re La~ivi ty' 3 the greatest

feat of human thiTL1{ingabout nature ~ the most amazing combination

of :philosophical penetration; physical Lrrtrri tion and mathematical

.skill. It deals with structure of space in the nresence of matter,

the essence of gravitation. Space is no longer flat but curved

and consequently light is beng in the presence of a gravitational

field. With characteristic humour Einstein spoke with a humility

born out of confidence. 'When the blind beetle craVJls over the

surface of a globe he does not notice that the track he had covered

is curved. I was lucky enough to have spotted it'! Thus he had to

: invoke not Euclidean but Riemannian geometry which Was already-there

iV-lai ting for Einstein's call ~ Einstein's paper was rece;i.ved by

Sitter at Leiden who passed it on to Eddington~ the Plumian

rofessor of Astronomy at Caobridge~ who with his superb

athei.latical abili ty and raas te r-y over the: Ca'Lou.Lus of Ri c.i

evi Oivi ta r-e a'l i.ae.d the ~rofound si51.ifica,nce of' EiDjl"teint s

In th~ Ein9tein'untyerse? ~he .clu'vature _produced
\,i,

y nuttel~ turned space back on itsel~ so ·that of light
.' . ..:'

-tarting on i ts journey in the universe vJill return to its starting

oint. There must be no favoured locat.ion in the universe.' Just

.8 the Laws of nature are the Same for all the observers so must

he view of the universe.' - no ::rceferred centre 9 no :-Qreferred

OU1ldaryall must see the universe alike. To Einstein's eyes~ the

ole universe has a di~neter of 100 million light years9 700 trillion

It is a closed conti.nuumas far as distances are concerned.

e curvature of space decreases with tiue and this implies an expandiu£
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The work of Hubble and others waS verified at Mt.Wilson

the redession of Galaxies and the expansion of the

What a strange irony that all. this effort at international

~.oO~lerati on in science and exchange s of ideas be tween Berlin and

~Cambridge~LeLden and Zurich should be takinL, pl ace against the

tragic reality of a worLd Was in which Germany and England were engaged

in a death strugele?

About thi s time the phy a.i caL wor-LdWas startlt2d by the corrtra bu-

tions of a youne Danish physicist~ Niels Bohr who brought Rqtherford's

uc'Le ar' conce)t:-Jf the atom \-Ji thin the framework of quantum theo!"J.

-1:,.::. 30 saw the development of quantum mechanics based

hypothc st s of Planck and Bohr's successful :theor:;/ of the atom.

i!lathematical scheme$ deve l.oped by Heisenberg and Schrodinger

d perfected by Dirac incorporating relativity into it$ accepted as

adequate description of the universe around us. Srang~ly Einstein

ho conrf.rued Planck's quantum theory found hf.nse Lf a 'conscientions

to the view of intrinsic indeterminacy' in Nature. Contrary

o Bohr's view he f(~lt that the probabilistic interpretation was only

approximation. This controversy was to aSSUilleimportance in the

hirties in the later stages of his life.

He did not believe in quantwu mechanics as a !~nal description

matter since he felt strongly that God would not play dice in the

This controversy ca.J1eto the force in the Solvay Congress in

attended by Lorentz from Holland, Willi~1 and Lawrence Bragg

Englm1d9 Heisenberg from Gottingen9 Einstein from Berlin,

chrodinger f roin Stuttgart and Bohr from Ocpenhagen , The famous
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was to enliven and enlighten the whol.e of physics

t118Je~rs to come, Bohr and Einstein were se:parated by a ~

chasm in fai th v that waS not be closed in their life times.

Tl1etriumph of thE; quantum theory of Pl.anck was complete wi, th

~ohrts wadel and Einstein9 as expected by him and by the scientific

~orld was awarded the Nobel Prize nai.nl.y for his quantum the or:;? of the

hotoelectric effect. But in the citation his other contributions to

tatistical mechani ce and his special theory of relati vi ty were

mentioned. vJhat is more 9 in his Nobel lecture Einstein

laborated on the meaning of rela~ivitY9 the unity of space ti~e

and the anpLicab.i L'i tv of the Lorentz transformation to the
.,~".~ U

echanics of particles. After the War Einstein responded to invitations

Q visit and lecture in variouS countries. He married again and visited

apan in 1922 and also made a journey to Palestine which consolidated

is interest in the Hebr-ev Universi ty. Back in Bcr-Li,n, he was Lnvf, ted

I) California by the Che.iruall of Caltech and in the Golden state wher e

ebri ties were made overnight and lionised for life tillle 9 many come

st to see him as if he was a glamorrJus film star. With the celebri ti(;..'

visi ted the .l2.E.emiereof 'All ql,liet on the western front'. He

t the aged Michelson of the famous experiment at a dinner in hone.ur

both.

V.JhileEinstein WaSbeing ove rwheLued by the tidal wave of fi?: 1'~

cd glory he found hillself conf'r orrted, along with rai Ll.Lone of his..
wishcolurades9 by the real and present danger of trie inhuman wr-ath

d thirst for 8eni ti~ bl.ood, of HitIer and his Nazi Government. No

W Was spared - JOlLYlB or oLd, infants or .mr i ru, the f'Lowe r of youth
.-'"--"'!
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or gifted mroh~ood- all were treated alike as fodder for the Moloch of

f.Nazi tyranny and oppression. Einstein \-18S to be no exception.
,.
';The Lladness reached such a degree that relati vi ty was conderme d as

,:a. Jew.1~hdoctrine by Nazi fanatics 9 aBOnE,when were the Aryan Ger.aan

:Nobel Prizemen like Lenard and Stark. Even in to!rJes IJf such llortal

. stress, Einstein sti 11 retained his sense of hunour , Hhen he was

told that a hundred professors wrote a book conderming his theory,

Einstein r-e.aarked 7 If I were wrong, one professor w oul.d be enough. i

Gerraany was indeed organising a larJain sale of intellectual

merchandise at reduced prices. Idnderaanri was keen on acquiring

one or two theoretical physicists for Oxford and he offered Einstein

.a research s tuderrt snLp at Christchurch on 400 £ per annuu - an

academc honour despi te the uodes t sum for the nonenclature 'studentship

was peculiar to Christchurch like 'fellowship' to other Oxfor-d Colleges p

well u.nderstood by those aware of the Oxbridge trad'i tion of conscious

understateraent when implying aoue thf.ng very SiLPificant. Einstein

accepted it and he was received in England Hith warmth and es teera ,

~lring his stay there he expre~sed his noral indignation at Nazi

cr'Lue s and Lnhuuan lust for bl ood and conquest. He lectured IJn the

. Germannilitary menace at Albert Hall when Lord Rutherford was in the

.:chair and others in the platforlil included Sir -Iaue s Jeans, Sir Williau

.Beveridge and Sir Austin ChaLlberlain. The hall was packed with 10,000

eager listeners, part of the crowd corai.ng to verify whether there was

to be an attelJ.}Jt on Einstein's life ~ In England he liked the eol..itude

of the countryside and its ..iono toriy which stiDulated acti ve work~

Amongthe scientists who fled f'r-om Geruany was Max Born who first

igrated to Cambridge and settled down in Edinburgh. Schrodinger who

ent to Oxford and then to Dublin. BziLar-d, Teller, \~igner, PeLer-Ls,
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Pr-Lsch , Sternp Bethe and Weisskopf who sought their home in the
hospitable United States.

When Einstein waS in Ghrist Churchp Abraham FleD1er infnrQed
him of a new Institute for Advanced Study being creRted at Princeton
through funds provided by Bauberger and Fuld maountingto five
miililiondollars. It Was to be a haven of research for scholars and
scientists '1homake the blaokboard and lecture rOOD their laboratory,
paper and pencil their instIuuents and who work wi thout regard to
immediate gain or desire for instant applause. Flexner Was fascinated
by Einstein's noble bearing and channing Banner and genuine hunu Ltty ,

He made the offer of a pr-ofeaao r-shf p at the Institute to Einstein who
wanted just 3000 dollars a year inquiring whether he could live on
less~ Flexner replied that he would arrange such matters with
Mrs .Einsteinp makd.ng an offer ~of 169000 dollars a yearp an Lm.aenae

sum in those prewar years.
In 1934 Einstein arrived in Princetonp the IJost illustrious

imuigrant since the birth of the Auerican republic as a nation of
enterprising Irnntgrarrte• It was not surprising that he wished to
settle there permanently being impressed by its quality of life
and the hospitality and friendliness offered to hiD in that lovely
university town.

At first he lived in a snall rented building 12 p Library Place
and attended the Institute which Was located in the University to
be later shifted to the Fuld Hall. He later bought a lovely old
house 112, Mercer Street which became one of the famous residences
in the world.
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in the world.

He becrune the instant legend of Princeton 1",hereeven the trees

and the grass feel the breath of ua'theraa't.ice.L thought. The iilanwho

changed the view of the universe beca.ue the idol of its population,

f'r om a school girl who .••.rante d his help to conpl.e te her houe work

to the NobelPrizerue.n who oou.l.d share their ideas 'VJi th hill. All

his personal habi ts becaue the talk of the town. It Was well known

that he Was no respecter of -the dress shirt or lounge sui t. His

loose swea'te r obviated the necessi ty of a tie or jacket and his long

hair spared him wasteful visits to the barber. He had to live with

the legend.and he did it with disarming simplicity and·natural Llodesty.

He also resp0r.ded to the invitation f'r-om great places dined with

Presidents but found enough tiLle to teach school girls and enjoy an

eveninG of uusic. The GoverUlilentof United States conferred'i"ts

ci tizenship on hi 1;1 in a inanner- which amourrtad to a rare and significant

honour 0 CongrE::SSdanKenney of NewJersey proposed a Joint Resolution

in the House of Representatives to ad.uit Eins"'Geinto U.S. citizenship

in a citation which ran as follows:

Whereas Professor Albert Einstein has been accepted by the
Scientific vlorld as a savant and a genius; and

Whereas his activities as a hu~anitarian have placed him high
in the regard of countless f'e.Ll.owmen ; and

Whereas he has publicly declared on LlaDYoccaSions to be a lover
of the United States and an aduirer of its constitutio~; and

Whereas the United States is known in the world as a haven of
liberty and true civilisation: Therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and Kouse of Representatives
of the United States of Auerica in Congress asae.ab'Le d,
That Albert Einstein is hereby unconditionally admitted to
the character and privilege. of a ci ti zen of the United States.
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The following day> by an ironic coincidence ~ it Was officially

announced i.l Berlin that Ef.ns tc ;_11 and been f'o rria.l.Ly deprived of his

oernen ci ti zenship.

The U.S. had given not ;::ust an asylum to a scientist in distress,

but gave Einstein the uost exalted pos i t.Lon the nation could offer -

a rrofessorship for life and wit.hout condition in tht::'nost prestigious

insti tution in the country and ct soc i al, status which rivalled that

of the President of the United States.

Einstein? Hith·")u-tdesign or coupul sf on, rQpaid the generous

gesture when the tilile and occasion required it in 1939 - when Germany

unleashed the ho'Locausrt of var on a df smayed world. He then wr-ote
to

his famous letter/President Roosevelt at the suggestion of v.ligner

and Teller? warning hLu that Gernany had the resources? the intention

and perhaps the pr'ogr-ainae of producing the atomic bomb and so AIaerica

should initiate without delay an effort to forestall these deveLopraerrt s

in the interest of its defenoe. On his advice America soon initiated

the Manhattan project under Rooer-t OppenheLae r who Was assigned a

task, undefined in its scopep lli~predictable in its consequences7

the creation of the atorai.c boub,

Einstein was not directly LnvoLved in this awesoue project while

Bohz-under the nane of John Eaker was nore closely associated with its

deveLopuent , During this period he WaSvoyagi.ng in strange seas of

thought speculating on a unified field the0r;y to discern the grand

design of the· Maker by surmi se and z-eason .

The publication of thiS theory in 1950 did not Deet with success

like his earlier work but as Oppenheiner stated he had the right to

failure? for his eminence would be..least affected by it.
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The successful explosion IJf the atonic borab in the desert of

~·~8v.i Mexico C8. •.ie as startling news to Einstein as it did to the wor'Ld

outside. He WaSperplexed and torElented by the noral alJbiguities

euer'gf.ng fro~:l the success' of an endeavour which brought the world tl,

an end but blasted tW) populous ci ties Hjr-oshi ua and Nagasaki out of

eXistence. Left to hi use Lf 9 he w oul.d have wished that his greatest

gift to huraani. t;.. the uass energJi r-eLat.ion, sh-rul.d play its prf.uary

role only in the unde:rst811ding of nature - in the Dirac equation
i

and Fertrf Lnte rac ti on, in the s tudy of Black Holes and \tJhi te Dwarf s ,

in deciding between the 'Big Bang' origin of the urn ver ae and continuous

creation of nat te r . But his work and \Jhat followed pl.aced in the

hands of Man a weapon of incredible power- ei ther to iaake the w orLd

a happi er- :Qlace \vith new sources of energy or to nee t his doorr through

fission or fusion.

The br-ain , the seat of thou£htg \·Jhich gave the wor'Ld the vi ew of

God's universe "Ii thout a preferred centre or a static boundary 9

cane tr) rest as the IJ.ighty heart uade its last beat on 18th April ~

1955. Einstein had beccaae a nane of Lmuor ta.l fade as enduring as

space 9 tine and ua.t te r , His last years were spent in tranquil leisure 9

the nost fertile source of creative thought? that gift of God given

IJnly to His chosen few who are des tined to explain to huuani ty the

uysteries of His Creation.

WeDust consider ourselves fortunate to be alive in a post

Einsteinian world fIJr Dr)Wwe can conprehend the integral nature

of the spatial 9 teuporal and uaterial consti tu tion of the universe

ar-ound us 0 Even uore fortunate are those who are ~rained '~to understand

his work and drink deep the fountains of his equations and perhap s

add 2. colour, a j.'lavollr: or a chgB to the understanding of Creation
iroLl the deepest recesses of co'nfined Quarks to the fleeing galaxies
0f an eXl?anding universe.
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I begin With a comment of Einstein (whf ch I read when I was
a student over f'or ty years ago) that in Einstein' s opinion Dirac
was the greatast genius of our t.Lmes , Years later in 1954 when
professor and Mrs. Dirac were vii.. siting Ceylon I mentioned thi s
remark to my j6Ul'nalist sister-in-law, just to give some background
information of our distinguished visitor. At dinner that night
at our home in Colombo, much to my embarassment, the journalist
quoted this statement to Dirac and asked if he would commento Dirac's
comment was typical :~ 'Einstein wou Ld netse r exaggerate like that ",

Born in 1902 in England, of Britiffi and French parentage, Dirac
went to scho~l and university in 3ristol, and graduated in Engineeringo

He then found that he could not get a job as an engineero England
'start8d trying forwas heading towards the depression" He then';" ''';.«~-,,~ .: post-

graduate .,scholurships ..and eventually. got a scho.l.ansnfp tqedo Ph •.D•
. ' .... .,;a _. " .'

at C8mbridgeo (Dirac once commented to me that he valued his Engineer-
ing training~ as it made him tolerant of app roxi.mata.cn s), At
••• •

Cambridge, his genius blossomedo He was to live end work there for
the next forty three years~ ~eti~ing from the Cambridge chair at
the compulsory age of sixty seven, he accepted an invitation from
the University of Florida where he still continues to be active in
lecturing and in research, in semi-retiremento

As research student at Cambridge, he was guided by R.H.Fowler
in the field of ~inalytical Mechanics. The research started off some-

sLow.Ly, then came one break through~ followed by an increasing
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pace of f1 .irrt line r ese ar ch, ;.cartling resul tJ following on e

after another~ which were to revolutionise physical theory and

our concepts of the physical worLd, By 19325 that is, wi thin

eight years at Cambridge, he had formulated abstr8.ct quantum

mechanics, unifying Rei senberg 1 s matrix mechanics and Schrodinger t s

vTavemechanics, make the o-funcU_on an accep ted working tool,

unified quantum mechanics and special relativ~ty, then obtaining

the relativistic wave equation of the electrone This equation

is a good example of 1 the unreasonable but sweet success' of

mathematics in descrtbing physics'. For that equation constructed

vn th one thing in mind had many unexpected bonus results, such

as the spin and magnetic moment of the electron, prediction of the

existence of the positron~ and the notion that each charged

parti cLe had a tvr.in ~lith the same mass but wi th a char ge 0 f the

opposite kind - - all surprisingly verified by experiment soon

after. Then he extended quantum mecham cs of par ta cles to quantum

mechanfc so r ftelds and formulated quantum electrodynamics.

I picked on 1932 as a land mark - for by then, he had become

a Fellow of a Cambridge Col1ge, Fellow of the Royal Society, been

appointed to the Lucasian Chair (a famous chair once occupied by

Newton) and won 'che Nobel Prize - just about the age of thirty.

The importance of his work till then may be gauged from a Bakejzi an

lecture he gave that year to the Hoyal Society "mere he put down

a set of wave equations of interacting particles and said lIn

these equations are contained the whole of chemistry and a good

deal of physics 1. ..1 remarkable phrase ~ the whol,e of chemistry

and a good deal of physics.
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Dirac has given an account of hi s first discovery,
after Heisenberg's first paper7 he asked himself if qp_pq
not zer01 what was it? The solution came to him when walking
along the old Cambridge road that the Poisson bracket of classical
mechanics is what should correspond to the commutator in quantum
mechanics.

Heisenberg has spoken of his first meeting with Dirac in
Cambri dge (I hope this account is in print somewhe re , I heard
Heisenberg say this at an informal Cambridge dinner). After
Heisenberg's first paper, he was invited to lecture in England.
At Cembridge, he spoke at an after-dinner meeting (of probably
t.hc ~ Club) when in the front were J. J "Thomson, Rutherford, j~stin
and many famous physicists. During hi s lecture he could se,ethey
wcre not receiving his ideas well. At question time, however, a
young tall fellow at the back (tbis was Dirac) asked hiQ Qne ques-
tion which purzzled him, but h gave some sort of an answer, and
then came further puzzling questions. After the meeting Heisenberg
went over to Dirac and talked for a while. Dirac indicated the
lines along whf.ch he Was working, and asked if he could write for hi s
comments if anything interesting turned up. Heisenberg said ~
would delighted.,

dfter the lecture tour Heisenberg was back in Germany and
looked out for a f'ew weeks for a pos sible letter from Dirac, but
none came and he soon forgot all about it. Then after three months
CaQe a packet, Which was Dirac's first draft of what was to become
the famous treatise in quantum mechanics. Before finishing, let
ne describe how I happened to become Dirac's Ph, D••student. It
Was in 1941. It had not been his practice to take on students.
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Before goLug down for the long vac at ion , it had been ar r ange d

that Dr"A. H.lfilson woul.d Su:pBl~se my research pr ogr ammowhich wou.ld

begin when the new academi c year began in October 1941" Dr.1<lilson

had given me a number of papers to r-ead fOl' the long vaca t Lon,

These were all about the mescn , the par tLcleproposed by Mukm.va

as the carrier of nuclear force~ Theories about the meson, the

particle proposed by Yukawa as the carrier of nuclear f'or ce , The-

ories about the meson '.vere just ccrri ng into vo zue, In early

Septenber I wrote to ltffilson asking for an appointment to see him

to cLarLf'y some of the points in the paper s , No r enLy carae for

some weekss and then came a short note saying he was out of Cambr-i.dge

on national service? wou.l.d not be able to supervise .me, but he had

arranged wi t h Professor Dirac to t,8.ke 11e on" So due to the

exigencies of war time I became Dirac's research s t.udarrt., I was

mightily pleased but over awed ~s well" The next day I had a letter

from Dirac hfmseLf's 'as:I aJ'TI now your supervisor you shcu.l.d come

and see me some timeo I lecture on Tu, Th, S at 100 The best time

to catch me is Lmraedi at eLy after a lecture in my room in the arts

School' •

.And so at the earliest opportunity I presented myself. I

showed him the reprints which Dre~'1ilson had given and I had been

readingo He looked over them and then said~ These concern mesons

whi.ch are interesting parti cles but which are 1110recomplicated than

electrons. There are difficulties which still confront the theory

of e.Lect.roris , It seems better to face up to the difficulties of

the simpler particle first before proceeding wi t.h the complicated

ones" Then he gave me a reprint of his paper on the classical

theory of radiating electrons, and suggested that I could perhaps
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apply the theory to the Lydrouen atomo

The problem is to select f'rom the whoLe family of solutions

of the equations of motion the one wru.ch 'vas physi ca'l.Ly allowable.

Unfortunately the equations of motion 1:-Jre.of thO.'bhird order and

were non-linear and to find an a~1aJ.yticaJ. solution was Lmposs.ibf,e ,

Eventually I concentrated on the one~dliTIensional problem, where

an electron is projected towar-ds a stationary pro ton, I suIilDised

that in a non-physical soLut.tori, the electron would hit the proton

too hard or too slowly, whilo the physical solution would be some

intermediary motion. The prohLemcarne to examining the behaviour of

a non·-linear second order differential equation for the velocity

as the distance bet'1.veenthe particles approached zero. After

getting help from Miss Cartwright and Professor Littlevlood on

how to handle non-linear diffei!ential equations, the conclusion

emerged that in whatever way the electron is projected initially

towards the proton, it woul.d be brought to a halt before it could

reach the proton .•

When this unexpected conclusion seemed inevitable I told

Dirac about Lti, He seemed puzzled for a while, and then he asked:

if the electron gets stopped what happens to it then? Stupidly

I had not asked myself this obvious question, 80 I had to hazard

a guess. I said prc bab'Ly the electron moves away from the proton

but comes to a halt, and move",back towards the proton until it

hru_ts again, thus repating this type of motion but getting closer

and closer to the proton each time, Diracis eyes let up. 'That is

a beautiful and complete solution to the probleml he saido
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I loft in high spiri ts ~ but tru.s was to be short lived.

Whenback in my room and I calculated to find '''ho..t happend to the

electron after it came to a halt 1 I found that the electron shot

a-\'layfron the proton without coming to a halt again. I went to

Dirac to tell hi.m thus , but he too had wor-ked it out and got the

same result. You limy write vout these results in a paper he

From there one moved on to other problems. After the Ph.D.

'1 was compLet ed , and I had become a fellow of a 62JTI.bridgeCollege,
~1 Dirac once stopped me after a serm.rar and said he was going to be

away in the U.S. the following academic year and asked if I would

give his usual Qu~~tumMechanics courses. I was delighted. It

was a deraandi.ng course of three lectures a week for two terms.

~bout thirty to forty students attended, and I recollect some

who are now f'amo us , like G.A.Dirac and :1.bdus Salam. These were

some of the high points of my association with professor Dirac.

Dirac married Maritt, Wigner1s sistero They have three

daughters. Paul Blackett has told of the episodo when world.ng

in London he received a telephone call from Paul Dirac asking if

he was very busy that dayo Blackett replied it was busy as usual,

but not that busy as not be able to see Dirac. Dirac said he was

getting married that afternoon and would Blackett be his

best Dan ?
Of my impressions of Dirac two qualities stand out. Firstly,

he was a very direct and forthright person, modest and gentle, and

completely free of promposi ty, Secondly~ he had the capacity to go

to the heart of the matter in almost a flash, and pick out the

important frof.1 the rest. The important had to be simple, beautiful

and faSCinating. If these elef.1ents were not there, Dirac would let

the mat.t.e r pass by in silence" But when somothi.ng caught his

attention he was like a house on fire.
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V.Radhakrishnan
MATSCI&~CE, The Institute of bBthematical Sciences~

Madras-600 )20. (India)

****

Lou.Is de Broglie was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics
for the year 1929, for this discovery of the wave nature of electronst.

Born in a famous aristocratic family on 15th August 1892 in
,Dieppe9 France was attracted to theoretical physics nearing the age
of 30 and within two years subm~tted his doctoral thesis, which
~ontained the idea for which he Was awarded the Nobel Prize. He was
interested in solving the mystery surrounding the structure of matter
and radiation. The stage was such that wave nature as well as
corpuscal8..I'nature was recognized for light through the interference.
and diffraction experiments as well as the photo-electric effect,
explained by Einstein. Einstein had to evoke, the cor~uscular nature
on one hand and at the same time acceDted Planckts relation in
attributing to it an energy , thereby the wavefor a frequency
nature. The light ~rpuscle, the photon was to yield all its energy
to the matter electron. In the theory of atoms, the matter, the
electron could execute stable motio~, which was determined by eigen
values, which occured as quantum numbers. Eigen values, were' of
frequent ocoureu.oa iu.physical problems involving periodiC vibrations.
This suggested to him that electrons also should be attributed both
a corpuscular nature as well as a wave native; very much the same
Way the ligh t waa treated. So he tried-,to find a relationship between

"

the Wave aspect of electron and the corpuscular nature. The latter
Was to be described in tertlsof energy, veLo c.i, ty uomen tum etc. while
the farner by wave-length, frequency etc. At the same time special
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theory of relativity has to be respected. Two frawes of references
A and :B arc chosen such that :B 'loves w i. th respect to A wi th uniform
veloci ty 0) along OZ axis of f r-aue the axis of B being parallel

to those of A. The particle is at the oriLin of fraDe B9 and the
particle, electron was at rest in fraDe :8; so that to the observer
in f rarae A 9 the electron appears to Dove with un.if orin veloci ty
alon6 the Z axis. Since the particle is at rest in fr~le B, its
energy W = u c2 and uonen tum zero. If a wave is to be associated

o
wi th j. t in f rame :B; i t has to be

CL ~>(r (?; II"iY
B

-tE)
B

where the aup lI tude c::z.- is a constant that~ndependent of spatial
J3

coordinates. If n ow the .l2.9....stulateis nade that ~v::::{VB
at once tv n ::: YYI G 2 m

10 0 / 6

a Lorentz transfon:1ation, the wave is descri bed in the rraae A as,

then

being the rest nass of the electron. By

t\{JA ao.eJtf ~II: lJA( i: - ~ )J
where

VA Vf3 V- V==- cL

JI_~2 ~ C ) 1)-'

The phase velocity of the wave .is V. Therefore the wave appe~rs
to move as seen froQ fraoe A9 with a phase velocity V, while the
particle wi th a veloci ty V-. Throughout the mo ti.on (V-Ill)

r-eina.Lns oon s tan t , that is the particle is always in phase wi th

the wave. That iS9 the particle appears as though dragged by the

)IA AA • \1>-~ ~ • where p -=' ~~

is called de-BrOglif vJavelength for the electron

wave. Since V :::.

the uouen tun 0 A
A

whose LlouentuLl is

the

p, and h is PlanCk's constant. For relativistic
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particle, ThereforeC
.I

-=>in general for lJotion in arbitrary direction ~ The phase
is essentially L thles Hau.iL ton f.ction of the »ar-ti.cLe , De Broglieu r4 . ..
recobniZed the need for developin{, a ne'N uechanics to describe this
'Nave. Such a wave nechanics was soon put forth by Schrodinger; which
was established to be equivalent to the <;.uanturJmechanics proposed
by Heisenberg and developed by Born, Dirac, Jordan, Bohr, Pauli and
others. According to this, description the Dation of the particle
could not be described in a deterministic way, as in classical
mechanics, but only with the help of probability. This was not
satisfactory to de Broglie, who was in the company of Einstein and
several other sCientists, who believed that it should be possible
to obtain deterlJ.inistic description, 'out non couldi provide such a
t.heo ry of un i versal acceptance De. Broglie hoped to develop a wave
field theory, along Einstein's ideas, such that particle would
appear ~s singularities or inhouogenity in the field, and hoped to
obtain a completely deterministic description. This attewpt he called
'Theory of the double solution', and euphasised nonlinearityin the
equations' was inevitable. To get a start in this direction he
relaxed the condition that the aLlplitude
instead took

was constant, and
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whcr e the phase Cf is exac tly the saue as before 0 The constant

cou.Ld be soue sort of averaged value of f(x,Y9z9t) so that the

probabili t;y interpretation could also be given to compar-e it with

conventional qU8l1t1.lOnecn an.ics . If one considers a spinless particle 9

one can substitute U into IQein-Gordon equation9
2. 2

1YID~ U ==- 0
fi

and get9 O? ==- 0
the proper systeu of the :!?article9 t dependence is reuoved and

equation reduces to v2--f =-0 9 which has the singular solution

)r~ ~ 9 Singularity being at the origin9 where the particle

is situated.

De Broglie has also treated Li.kewise 9 a spin t particle by

us inz, Dirac equation and has obtained expressions for 1( ,)((!Lf/2(1:) •

Though de Br061ie could not achieve his goa19 his ideas9

especially in traducing non'l inear i. ties in the eguation ehou.l.d be

investi£ated further.
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--on the works of
BORN t:.ni3 PAULI

"R. Jagannathari
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Mairas - 600 020.

MAX BORN (1882 - 10,70 )~ German physicist. Won the Nobel prize
in physics in 1954 for hts fundalTlenta1research jn Quantum Mech-
antes. As a teacher he inspired a genAration of brilliant young
theoretical p~ys~cists like Heisenberg, ~ermi and Oppenheimer.
He was born in Breslau, Germany on December 11, 18R2 ani was edu-
cated at the Untvar-stti es of Breslau, Heidelberg, Zurich an-i Got-
tingen. Received his Ph.D. at Gottingen in 1907. Taught at Her-
lin and Frankfurt and became Professor 1n 1921 at -Gott1ngen, ,the
leading center of theoretical ~hysics at that time. In the early
days of Quantum Theory and Relativity Forn worked out many diffi-
cult mathematical formalisms for the behaviour of atoms, which be-
came the basis for all subsequent devel0gements in the field. He
also showed how to r-aconciLe mathematically the random behaviour
of suba torn lc processes wlth the determini.stic postulates of elec-
tromagnetic theory. He went to England in 1938 as a refugee from

,-

Nazism and taught at the Cambridge University. He became the Tait
Professor of Natural Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh in
1936. Soon, as the wor-Ldwar II broke out he became a British sub-
ject and also'a Fellow of the Royal Society. After retirement
in 1953, he r-otur-nodto his native G8rJ11anyand lived near Heidelberg •
.'\long 1N'i th Bothe he was a,,,rardedthe Nobel Pri ze in Physics in 1954
forthe work he did more than twenty five years 6a~lier. Died on 5th
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January 1970 in G~ttingen.

Born's contributions to scattering theory, theory of molecu-
lar structure, crystal18~raphy, optics, kinetic theory of fluidsl

etc., are we 11 known. Ofcourse when we think of Max Born, the
most important thing that comes to our mind is his probalisyic
interpretation of the basis of quantum theory. As he says the
published w ork for which the honour of the Nobel Prize was accor-
ded to him does not contain any discovery of a new phenomenon of
nature but rather a ne'ltJWayof thinking about the phenomena of I'a-
ture. Now we know that this way of thinking has permeated all
branches of experimental and theoretical physics. So I shall re-
call briefly here the history of the birth of this new way of thin-
king in physics, basing my account almost verbatim ~n his own wri-
tings ('Physics in my generation', Max Born, Pergamon Press, 1955)

At the beginning of the 1920' s every physicist wa s convinced
that Planck's hypothesis was correct, according to which light wa-
ves of defirite frequency w contained finite qvanta _f size E~) =
,l1w. Furthermore Einstein f s esser+Lon that light quanta carry mom-
entum E/c was well supported by experiment. This meant a new lease
of life for the corpuscular theory of light for a certain complex
of phenomena whereas for other processes the wave theory was appr~-
priate. Physicists accustomed themselves to this duality and lear-
ned to handle it to a certain extent. In 1913 Niels Bohr solved
the riddle0f line spectra using quantum theory leading to a mar-
vellous explanation of the main features of the wonderful stabili-
ty of atoms, the structure of their electronic shells and the peri-
odic system of elements. Fully aware of the conflict of classical
mechanics with his model of atomic structure, Bohr fused his new
ideas with the old boldly through his correspondence principle, on
which theoretical physics lived for the next ten years. But the
maj or prob lem wa s th is: a system like the harmonic odc i llator po-
Ssesses not only frequency but also intensity as well. How is the
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=v considerations of the correspondence principle
latter to be f ounq/> This period was brought to a sudden end in

the sl~er of 1925 by Heisenberg, the young assistant of Born
Hei senberg demanded that instead of describing the motion of eLec-r
trons in atoms by specifying the quite unobservable coordinates as
functions of time one ought to determine an array of transition
pro babili ties (q. ) • Based on experience Vv'i th known examplesmn
he vas able to guess certain rules and cpply them wi. th success to
simple cases like harmonic and anharmonic oscillators. Recognis-
ing the deep significance of Heisenberg's paper Born immediately
communicated it to Z. Phy s, (33, 879, 1925) Then in the absence
of Heisenberg due to hay fever, Born applied the theory of matri-
cef he had learned from his teacher Rosanes in Breslau, to the
quadratic arrays and their multiplication rules discovered by Hei-
senberg and derived the formula

'i.{;o

.~

·1

pq - qp = h/2TIi
now famous a s Heisenberg's commut.at.Lorirelation whi ch is the
essence of quant.um theory. This meant that coordinates and mom-
enta are not tobe represented by the v-Lue s of numbers but by
symbols wnose product depends on the order of multiplication.
Born's exci tement over this r es ul, t vias like that of the mariner
who after long voyaging sees the desired land from afar and his
only regret was that Heisenberg was not Ii th him. Soon there foll-
oved a hectic period of collaboration of Born a nd his pupil Jordan
vlith Heisenberg through a lively exchange of letters. The most
important prd ncf.p Les of qUAntwnmechanics LncLud.i ng its extension
to electrodynami cs wer e enunciated in the joint paper by Born and
Jordan (Z.Phys. 34, 358, 1925) and the famous three-man paper
(Born, Heisenberg and Jordan, Z. Phys. 35, 557, 1926 ) brought
the formal side of the investigstion to a certain degree of cpm-
pleteness. But before the publication of tfue paper the first
surprise came- the paper by Dirac on the same subject (Proc. Roy.
Soc. AI09, 642, 1925). The stimulus received through a lecture
by Heisenberg in Cambridge led him to similar result vlith the
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differenc( that he h~d discovered for himself and elaborated
the doctrine of such noncorrmut.Lng0 bservables without having
recpurse to matrix theory.

The first nontrivial and physi cal.L y important appli cation of
quantum mechani cs vras soon made by Pauli (Z. Phy s, 36, 1926)
who calculated the stationary energy levels of the hydgogen atom
using the matrix method in complete agreement with the resul ts
of Bohr for the same. From this moment no longer there was any
doubt about the correctnes s of the t.heo r y, But the real signifi-
cance of this formalism w"s not clear. H8thematics is often wi-
ser than interpretative thought. While Born and his collaborators
Here discussing the various aspects of their matrix mechanics the
second dramatic surprise came- the papers of Schrodinger in the
Ann. der Physik of 1926 which followed a totally different line of

on matter
thought derived from deBroglie's ideal\Ala~es. The first quantits-
tive proof of deBroglie 1 s idea was provided independently by Elsa-
sser, Davisson and Germer and G.P.~homson. Actually Elsasser's
chnvestigation on electron '."aves was arranged by his teachers Born
and Frank, I'o l Lowing a letter to Born in 1925 from Davis son con-
t3.i ning the singular results on the reflection of ele ctrons from
metallic surfaces, which made them conjecture that those waves of
Davisson were crystal-lattice spectra of deBroglie 1 s electron waves ,

For a short vrhile in 1926 it looked as if there vrere suddenly
two self-contained but entirely different modes of explanation of
the natural phenomanas- Matrix mecharri cs and vev e mechani es, Wave
mechanics enjoyed much greater populari ty than matrix mechanics and
Schrodinger himself soon established the complete equivalence of
the two systems. But Schrodinger I s interpretation abandoning the
particle picture totally and speaking of particles as continuous
densi ty distribution tl;*~) appeared unacceptable at Gottingen, in
the face of the experimental facts that particles or electrons can
be counted by means of the Geiger and other counters and their
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tracks a:ce seen in Wilson's cloud chamber. Now to Born it appe-
ared that it was not possible to arrive at a clear interpretation
of ~ by considerlng bound electrons and so l';'2 was at pains as
early as in 1925 to extend the matrix method to aperiodlc proce-
sses i.e. collissions. At that time he went tu M. LT. in U~S.Ao
as a guest and there he anc Norbert Weiner replaced the matrix by
the general concept of an operator and in that way made possible
the description of aperiodic processes (Z. Phys. 36, 1926 ). Yet
they missed-the true approach which was reserved for Schrodinger
Soon Born took up Schrodinger's method~ Once more an idea of
Einstein gave the lead. Einstein had sought to comprehend the
particle-wave duality of light quanta by interpreting the square
of the optical ~ave amplitude as the prnbability density for the
occurrence of photons. Based on this picture of the duality of
light quanta now Born was able to establish the extension of Eins-
tein's idea to the ry; -function 1.eo1jJ*y represents the probabi-
lity, with the help of the analysis of atomic scattering processes.

WOLFGANG PAULI (1900 - 1958) Austrian .phy si ci st., Bo rri on 25,April
1900, in Vienna whe re his fat'lervas Prof'essr-" of Physical Chemistry
He obtai.ned his doctorate in 1921 under the guidance of Arnold
Sommerfeld contributing to the old quarrcurntheory by a thesis on the
hydrogen molecule ion submltted to the University of Munieh. In
1922 'Pauli spent a year at Copenhagen w it.hBohr himself. In 1923
he returned to the Universit.y of Hamburg as a lecturer. In 1928
he became Professor of Theoretical Physics at the Federal Techni-
cal High School in Zurich. Be qi.nninq in 1930's Pauli visited the
United States as alecturer cn s2veral occasions and served as vi-
Siting Professor of Theoretical Physics at the Institute for Adva-

..
nced Study at Princeton. He died on December 15, 1958 in Zurich~

Pract Lca Lly there is no branch of physics in which Pauli's
have not had a Significant role. His penetrating insight and cri-
tical judgement were evident even when he was only twenty yea r-s o Id,
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His famous article on relativity published at that time in the
Encyclopaedie der Mathem'3.tischenvJessenschaften is still one of
the most valuable expositions of the basis and scope of Einstein's
original conceptions.' His article on the foundations of quantum
mechanics in the Hand buch der physik (1933) retains a similar
position in physics literature.

When vie think of Pauli, the first thing that comes to our mind
is the famous Pauli t s Exclusion Principle. So on this occasion Hot
me trace briefly the events leading to the formulation in 1925 of
this basic principle of quantum theory which won him the Nobel
prize of 1945. vJhile the theory of relativity, both as regards
the principles and their applications bad already reached a high
degree of completion in the hands of Einstein the situation in qua-
ntum theory was different indeed. Phenomena in ~he atomic domain
presented a confusing picture and Planck's discovery of the 'quan-
tum' posed a challenge to incorporate an entirely new elementary
feature, quite contradictory to the then well est9blished classical
classical mechanics, into a consistent description of physical
phenomena. As we have already seen while discussing the work of

. ~' ",
Max Born, the way to this go~l was paved on~y gradually by the
collaboration of a whole generation of phYSicists. After his sch-
ool days in Vienna Pauli came to fllJunichto study under Sommerfeld
who exereed a deep influence on all his students with his great
mastery over mathematical physics. After getting his doctor's
degree in Munich and working for sometime in Gottingen with Born
Pauli went in 1922 to spend a year in Copenhagen with Bohr. There
Pauli became at once a great source of stimulation to the group
with his amt~ly critical and untiringly searching mind. In dis-
cussions he expressed his dissatisfaction with the we ak argumen-.
tation underlying the attempt to explain the peculiar stability
of closed electron shells so decisive for the arrangement ofele-
ments in the periodic table. Yet ·his mastery of such arguments of
old quantum theory based on the correspondence principle-of Bohr
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is illustrated by his beautiful analysis of the Compton scattering
nf light by free electrons along almost the same lines followed in
the general dispersion theory formulated by Kramers which was to
prove very important for subsequent great developements. To Pauli
with his abhorence for any kind of ambiguity in physical theories
the advent of the new quantum theory of Heisenberg, Born, de Broglie
and Schrodinger excluding all irrelevant use of clgj,ssicalpictures
was a tremendous relief. With this aim Pauli continued his work in
the following years resulting in 1925 in the enunciation of the Ex-
clusion Principle. expressing a fundamental property of a system of
identical particles for which classical physics presents no analogy
as for the quantum of action itself. In this formulation of the
Exclusion principle an earlier work of Pauli (Z. Phys. 16, 155, 1923)
on analomous Zeeman effect was to play a significant role. Follow-
ing this he first observed in Z. Phys. il, 373 (1925) that the doub-
let structure of alkali spectra as well as the deviation from Le.rmor
theorem is due ~~ a particular two valuedness of the quantum the~re-
tic properties of ~he electron which cannot be described from the
classical po~nt of view. While writing this paper an interesting
paper by Stoner had cppeared in Phil. Mag. 48 in which besides impro-
vements in the classification of electrons in closed shells and non-
closed shells in sub~roups an impo~tant remark had been made that for
a given value of the principal quantum number the number of energy
levelsof a single electron' in the alkali metal spectra in an exter-
nal field is the same as the number of electrons in the closed shell
of the rare gases which corresponds to this principal quantum number.
This remark, Pauli says in his Nobel lecture, was of decisive impor-
tance and on the basis of his own earlier results on the classifica-
tion of spectral terms in a strong magnetic field the general formu-
lation of the exclusion principle became clear to him. Thus he finally
enunciated in Z. Phys. il, 765 (1925) his famous principle in the form:
There can never be two or more equivalent electrons in an atom for whi-
ch the Values of all the quantum numbers are the same. If an electron
is present in the atom for which all the quantum numbers have definite
Values, this state is occupied.
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Pauli gave several applications of his principle and at the end
of the Paper he expressed his hope that sometime a deeper,_mderstan-
ding of quantum mechanics might enable us t.oderive the exclusion
principle from more fundamental hyputheses.
that Pauli himself was able to. Sh(M t.hat; themore general
exclusion principle and the/princ5_ple of antisymmetry (Dirac, Heisen-
berg, 1926 ) follows from the fact t.:.hatelectrons have half integral
spin and relativistic invariance (Phys. Rev. 58, 716 (1940».

In the formulation of the exclusion principle in 1925 Pauli intro~

Later ofcoyrse we know
connect~on between the

duced besides- 'the three quantum numbers n, 1, and ml the fourth one
ms to the atomic electron with a peculiar two valuedness without any
classical analog. This fourth degree of freedom turned out to be
associated with the 'spin' as it is well known and Pauli himself gave
the famous spin matrices name\i after him in 1927 (2. Phys. 43, 601)
to represent the quantum mechanical spin operators. The events lead-
ing to this discovery of spin form (mother very interesting story
(for details see 'Theoretical Physics in the 20th century' Ed. Fierz

and Weiskoff, Interscience Pub. New York, 1960)
Erorn the beginning Pauli t.ook a prominent par-t in the formulation

of the quantum theory of electromagnetic fields and his contributions
to the relativistic theory of the electron helpitd.very much the full
understanding of its implicationc. In subsequent years Pauli became
deeply interested in the problems of 0f elementary particle physics.
The introduction of the concept of t.he:I neut.r-Lno ' by him was the fun-
damental contribution \\Thichensured the upholding of the conservation
laws in the beta decay of atomic nuclei ( Mentioned first in a letter
to Geiger and Meitner in Dec. 130. Made it public at the American
'?hysical S0ciety meeting in Pasadena Ln June '31. Pauli made his bold
proposal on the 'neutrino J f Lna lly in 33 in t.he Solvp,y Congress in
Brusscls) In this connection it is also interesting to recall that
Pauli WaS the first (NatunJissenschAften, !l, 741, 1924) to point out
how the hyperfine structure of spectral lines ~ffered information ab-
out nuclear spins e.nd electromagnetic moments. According to Peierls
it is not exaggeration to say that the modern electr0n theory of
metals was started by Pauli's paper on the paramagnetism of electron
9as (Z. Phys. 1l..., 81, 1927). Thus ithere are many instances in the his-
tory of Physics when it wa s Pauli who made the first decisive step.
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V.Radhakrishnan
HATSCIENCE~ The Institute of HatheDati caL Sciences ~ Hadras-20
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vias born in Tokyo, Japan, on 23rd January 1907" He graduated

from University of Kyoto, .whe r-e his f'at.hcr- was the professor of

geoLogy, Next s.i x year 1929-1935 he bes towed his at tentdon on

the theory of elementary parti cLes, The only c.lement.ar y particles

known at that time were Neutron, Proton~ electron and Photon"

During this period theory of -Atomwas undergoing radical changes.

The quantum mechanics was established by Heisenberg, Dir~c, Born,

Jordan, Paulij Schrodinger and Bohr. lAfith the help of this new

mechanics Atomic spectroscopy was developed in Europe' to a remar-

kable degree ~ which could be considered sati sfactory. In the atom,

the nucleus occupied only a very negligible volume as shown by

Ratherford, but the electrons being very light7 most of the mass

of the atom was there, contributed by the nucLeus , As Heisenberg

pointed out Neutron and Proton vTere theconsi tuents of the nucleus,

the former a neutral particle and unstable, against ~ decay,

while the latter stable and charged l,vith one uni t of posLti ve charge,

1 equal in magnitude to the charge on the electron, but of opposite
~

nature" The nucdieus has a charge that is the sumof the positive

charges on the Protons i t cont at'ned , and since an a tOL1has to be

electrically neutral~ must contain an equal nu~ber of electrons

about i to The masses of "nutrons and Protons are practically the

Same, and both have intrinsi t spin 1/2 0 Since nutron and proton

"rere enclosed in a stable fashion vU thin a very tiny volume and

former carrying no electr:~c charge, obviously some other tYpe of

~ttractive force must keep them stably togethere This unknow~
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force was therefore nanod nuclear force ~> which even UDtOthis
J;

day not on' y undor stood , 1'his --'J.clear force? ("Lffered [J'OTll the

electromagnetic force h2bJeen PToton and electron~, in -Cit10 charac~·

teristics~ The r ange of f01:'1".2ris extremely sraal.L wh.iLe that of the

latter infini teo The st r crigt.h of:--,he fo:crnor j. s much Lar-ge r , The

qual I tati ve f'eat.ur-e s of nucLo a.r f )l'Ce 1..vb:Lch keeps the nutrons and

Protons stably to gethe:C' in the nui.l eus of the a tons? are therefore,
,_.l .~

a short range, say 0 f order JO ..'-'cm] (1 Fermi unit) and extremely

These were the facts available to Yukawa who was attemp ting to

solve the mysue ry of this nucLe ai- force and putforth his ideas

in 1935 which won him the Nobel Prize for Physics in 19490 We shall

har e briefly outline his theory, wrn.ch was developed in clo se

anology to Electromagnetic forceso The electromagnetic force bGtween

two electrically charged par t.l cLes , varyi.ng as 1----2 vanishes
(distance)

only when the particles are inf'ini tely seperated, and has an un-

pleasant singulari ty wheri the di st arice :1_s reduced to z.e ro , The

force is bel_jeyed to be arising from t:re char-ged part.Lc.Le s ex-

changing between them photonso The photons have zero rest mass,

and the force infinite range" In I'cynmandi agr am this process can

ObViously, if we want. to devel.op .in clo se anolo gy vii th thi s, a

theory for nuclear forces 9 vIe should use the same Feynman diagrwn9
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much larger strengthand the exchanged particle must be t:cr.ething

di fferen t from photon, and should correctly give the very short

range 10-13 of nuclear force. Obviously, this unknown particle

must have a nonzero rest mass to give a finite range. Larger the

rest mass shorter woulg be the range of the force. This can be
-ssen by vJriting down the matrix element M for this Feynman

di agr am Il,

M N G
2

( q2 _ /1
21+ i8 )

where the quantity inside the bracket is the propagator or the

Greens function corresponding to the exchanged par-t.l c.l.e, denoted

by dotted Li ne , between the two vertices. Here f..L is the rest

mass of the p ar t.Lcl.e, By Fourier transforming the propagator we

can see the effect of {.L on the ra~ge.. If we neglect the recoil

this particle,effects of the nutron ana proton wh.i Le exchanging
G2

N /\0 h --2" 2
,/V 111 + f..L

2q IV-
'V l~q [ 2 ~ so that , keeping only the

real principal part. Now four transforming this expression one

obtains

r = Iii distance between the

nutron and proton. Negative sign shows the force is attractive.

1
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If we r ega i this as though ea~h particle, ner t rori and proton

feels the

effect of each other as though the other is providing a Force due

to a potential, then the potential is 2
VyCr) = G

-ui:e

Thi s is the celebrated Yukawapoterrta al., Note that as f.l becomes

larger and l~rger, the numor at.o.r becomes very small exponentially

fast, for smaller mid snaller val~Es of r, that is the range is

made smaller and sma.lLer, Nowit r-emai.ns only to adjust the two

parameters G~ correspond to the strength and f.l to the range
-13of 10 em,

Yukava thus obtained {L (./200 MeV" 'I'hus Yukawapredicted

the existence of a new particle, whtch was named 'meson' of mass

around 200 NeVe.The correct particle, the rr meson was experimentally

detected in 19:17~ that is 12 years after Yukawas prediction, very

soon his great wor-k was acknowl.edge d by the award of the Nobel

Prize in 1949c Yukawahas tried to develop a theory for the weak

interaction aLso, The f'amo us Fermi theory, developed essentially

for the ~ decay appeared as a s~itable basis for other decays,

as well so that it was named Universal Fermi interaction, to des-

cribe the weak Lrrter actf.ons,

The process of ~ decay can be also written
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In the estreme limit, if 2q 2m then 11is neglected with

reduces to constant and the diagram collapses into a contact

interaction

which can also be 1~itten symmetrically to yield the Fermi inter-

action"

I have mentioned this weak interaction also due to two r easoris ,

One, that Yukawahimself had interest in this~ and secondly to

emphasize hO,\>T the strong, electromagnetic, and weak interaction

all in the·'.r ver y rudimentary :"orm, have great similarity 7 and

historically evolved that wa.ytooo· Therefore in the present days

effort to unj.fy the threo interactions, one should remember that

the pioneer worker s li1m Yukawaand Ferni well realised that a

deep unde.r.Lyl.nguni ty .i.n the three int~::ractions? though they could

not develop a uniftec1 theory t.hems e.lves,

NOvT I "Jill conclude by mentioning another effort by Yukawa,

to develop a Nori-d.o caL field theory of elementary par t.i c.t es , After

winning the Nobel Prize in 1949 he was a visiting professor at

Colum.biaUnt.vers i ty in U~S6Ao dur+ng 1949~l953.:; Here he published

a series of papers in wh.lch he expounded hi s non-local field theory.

He returned ·:0 Japan in 1953 as the Director of Research Institute

for Fundamental Physics, Kyoto University, and established the

well-known journal Progress of Theoretical Phy s.Lc s for whLch he is

edi tor.
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Due to the lioitation on tiDe I give a few references to the

Non-lo caL field theory papers of Yukawa,

Phy t Rev" 11, 219 s 1950

PhYa.Rovo §O~ 1047, 1950

Phy, Reve ~1,415, 1953

The conventional field t.heo ry de al.Lng \\Q th point parti cles
is

is local in character as the field operator/function of only

one space tiLle coordinate (}41.) , was facing c1ifficul ties of

divergent expressions in calculations such as self energy etc.

The basic difficulty is evident in classical theory itself when

the particles are assumed to be point particleso Example the

electromagnetic force between h/o che.rged point parti cles 7 being

12 became infinite if r, the distance between them is zero,
r
which is possible as-the particles ar e point par tdc'Les , This can

be evaded by ascribing a finite size to the particles. Then a

particle cannot be described by just one coordinate ?eM' but with

more par arnete r s describing the fin.i te ext.errt , This amibunts to

introducing a cut off of the forces at certain distance, corr es-

ponding to the size of the particles? This is not easy to do,

when the calcu~iliations are to be subjected to relativistic in-

vuric.nce FeYIlIJanhas devised schemes Ln his treatment of achieving

this in quantill~ electrodynffi~icso The basic question is, if a finite

radius r
o

Will be different in another

is ascribed to a par t.Lc'Le in one Lorentz f'r ane, it

frame. Then one E1uSt"\vrite a rela-

>, tivistic equation for this varying quantity in addition to the
~
~:USUalwave f'unc ti.on, On the other hand if one demands r0 remains
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constant in all Lorentz f r ane , t.hen, one conflicts with the si tua-

tion that interaction Dust propagate through this distance

instantaneously 5 that is vri th velo ci ty greater than that of light

in vacc um,

On account of these difficulties non=.lo caL field theory, as

developed by ;Yukavm,or as developed by few wo rkor s in different

"lays earlier, nove r got establi shed, Yukawa h iraseLf did not

universe it further during later vear s, Howevar , it may be t.hs t it

is worth the effort to re-exar.1ine hi s papers on Non Local fi eld

theories in new angLe s, He has specified' how to obtain equations

for non local t.heo r-y , in relativistic vray, and has indicated how

to generate the 'mass spe ct r-ura' of elenentary particles and has

also critically exrunined the conclusions.

To get a feeling for this theory a sketch can be given heree

For r'. scalar non local £":.310. theory the "rave function is

taken as

f (X/.L'J "'r) (x~ I cp I 11
::: xJ.L ) f.L ::: 1~2,3,4.J.L, 11

X ..!. X
I 11.s.::« -rX _.

2 •... = X'..L
,.., X •J.L J f.L J.L

The free p arti cl.o equation is supposed to have a general f'o rm

F is not to contain XI.L

inhol7logenous of ~
inv . , ~ . t· 0 XJ.L" ara ant compnna r.ons ,

so that to preserve invariance under any

v/ 0 should involve such
} I.L' ---tv:
and also I.L F(e.oo) is linear
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F- ( 2)

The eigen solutions are 0 btainecl by method of sapor-at.Lon as usual.

cr -= Q(X) '1- (r) ,

wi th

(3)

( 4)

f.L appearing as the separation constant. The rJasses of the free
particles are given as the eigen values Of;y~ in equation (~ ,
for the internal eigen function ~ 0 If one chooses F( r)
such that the eigenvalues mn = + Jf.L~ are positive and discrete
one can write then,

Z !tGm (X )~;YI(rt)
IYU

( 5)

To deal wi th interaction Yuka\tm~ papers referred to above can be
consul teu,

j
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***

Sin-Itiro Tomonaga was awar-ded the Nobel Prize in Physics
for the year 1965! which he shared with Richard Feynman and
Julian Schwinger. TOlilonatais noted for his work in Quantum
Electrodynamics, though his interests in research were wide. Born
in Tokyo Japan on March 31, 1906, he got educated in Kyoto, where
he met Hideki Yukawa, about the same age, and it can be stated that
these two were greatly reS.Donsible for establishing a strong school
of Theoretical Physics in Japan.

Tomonaga, wni Le at Eyoto, had the opportunity to attend the
lectures of Nishina fresh from Europe, and got to know the rapid
developments taking place in theoretical phySiCS in Europe. He
worked for some time with Nishina on quantum electrodynamics at
Tokyo, bUt left for Germany in 1937 to work with Heisenberg. The
work done at this time formed his D.Sc, thesis~, submitted in Japan
later in 1939.

During 1941-43, while he was Professor at Bunrika University,
Tokyo, developed his well known paper on the covariant formulation
of quantum field theory, which waS published in 1943 irrJapanese
but tranSlated into English and appeared in Progress of Theoretical
Physics, Vol.I, 1946, a journal then started by Yukawa. This paper
is included in the collected papers in quantum electrodynamics,
edited by Julian Schwinger and published as Dover edition.

--------------------------l
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Tomonaga was interested in meeting the criticism by

Yukawa (1942) and Dirac (1933) that a fully covariant formalism
of quantum field theory had not been formulated. It was known
that in Heisenberg Representation equal tide commutators were
employed which singled out a specific Lorentz frame and hence not
covariant. In order to get over this difficulty Stukelbergs' (1934)
Interaction Representation was employedy wherein 9 the temporal
evolution being governed by free field Hamiltonian7 covariant
commutation rules could be prescribed. In this representation
the state vectors evolved according to the Schrodinger equation7

; *d ~(t) = i-J _Ct J1j; (t-)
at 1 I}

which involved non-covariant operation ~_ . The solution 1tj{6-)
d r Q..

with its pr'oba b'i Lf ty interpretation of I t1{J{f;)) involved non-oovar'Lan

nature 9 as stressed by Yukawa and Dirac as mentioned above.
Tomonaga replaced 1(b) by the functional '\fi'[C]" wher-e C is a
s:pace-time sur-f ace whi ch is space-lil<e. Tomonaga replaced the
conventional equation by the functional differential equation

/ f/ 81/r [Cr J [C J
(G~ H

J
(P)-t1/J ~

8Cr
where Cp is the space-time surface passing through Cpo

JUlian Schwinger 9 quite independently employed this equation
in his papers on quantum electrodynamics (194871949) so that this
equation is called Tomonaga-Schwinger equation. Thus Tomonaga
achieved in 1943 the covariant formulation of the quantum field
theory and answered the questions raised by Yukawa and Dirac.
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Tomonaga concludes his paper by remarking "no new contents
are added and the well known divergences rewain still. More
profound modific~tion of the theory is required."

Another contribution of Tomonaga~ nrunely the one-dimensional
model of electron gas? has acquired importance recently. Following
Little's suggestion that high temperature superconductors could
be found ~llong one-dimensional or quasi one-dimensional org~ic
systems~ great efforts in synthesising such compounds followed.
Recently TCNQ complexes have been synthesised 9 which are quasi
one-dimensional. For such systems TOillonaga'smodel .could form a
good starting point.
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STEVEN Ji!EINBERG, 1l.BDUS Sll.Ll'J<1~SHELDON GLASHOW

R••Parthasarathy
MATSCIENCE,The In.sti tute of Nathematical Sciences, f.L~DR.A.S-600020

GENERi~ INTRODUCTION.

SYIl1metryprinciples and the principle of r-enormal.Lzabf.Lt ty

govern the field of elementary particle physi cs , It was Einstein
't, who made the appearance of sYDDetry princkples in the twentieth

. century ph syc.l s in 1905 by the identification of the invariance

group of space and time in his theory of Relativityo With some

difficulty~ the internal s~letries were realisedin 19301s. As

early as 1920, it has been recognised by Fock, and vi eyl' that

QuantUIJ electro dynamics has a powerful kind of symnetry , nanel y"

the 110cal,I symmetcy. under which the electron field suffers a phase

change that can vary freely from point to point in space-time

and the electromagnetic vector potential undergoes a corresponding

gauge transfornation. The electromagnetic field is .recognised to

be the gauge field of UCD gauge transformationo In other words,

electror.ragneti'sm arfses f'rom the requirement of local gauge in-

varf.ance , The generalization of local gauge invariance to non-

abelian groups had been carried out in a seminal papers by Yang and

Mills (1954) and Ronald Shaw (1955)" However the gauge invariance

reqUired the vector bosons to be massLe ss, Only photon is the

massless vector boson, The problem of gi v:ii.ngmasses . to the vector

bosons remained for a longtiE1e1> It was in 1964, Higgs and Kibble

independently showed in the theories with spontaneously broken
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syrametry e the Hamiltonian and commutation re12.tions could po

an exact sYEK~etrybut the physical states night neverthele~s

not provide a neat represtnation of the symrae t r y), if the broke~i;~:';j

symme trry is local, then although the Goldstone besons (inevitable

consequences of sporrtaneous.l y broken symnet.r y) exist formally and

are in some sense real, they can be elimited by a gauge transforma-

tion so that they do not appear as physical particles. The missing

Goldstone bosons appear as zero helicity states of the gauge bosons

lolhichhereby acquire mass. This is a new development in theore-

tical physics and should be viewed as the foundation for the

edifice of unified electro-weak theory. Itis really a surprise

how Higgs and Kibble who actuallY found the key for the renormaliza-

tion of weak interactions did not use for opening the treasure box.

It was left to the grand masters Weinberg and Salam who were very

keenly looking for such a key during their stranous search for a
-

renormalizable theory of weak ~nteractions. As Weinberg remarked in

his Nobel lecture, II eo. changed the role of Goldstone bosons from

that of unwarrted intruders to that of welcome friends 11. \vhat made

Salam ·and Weinberg to jump over the Higgs' mechanism as the right

candidate for providing a successful theory of weak interactions ?I
What made tihem to propose th.e gauge group as SUe 2) L m: ue 1) ?

These are the questions wn l ch I shall try to explore to receiv:.e

his"earlier thoughts on the fourth Quark and its deep connection

with the electroweaktheory will be covered at the end~

S.W'EINBERG

,,1.s a graduate student, Weinberg learned about the renormali-

Zation theory mostly from Dyson's articles. fie was impres sed by
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the deri vat.Lori of 1 QED1 f ron symnot ry principles and the constraint

0'.: renornalizab-l.li by. -i~lthoug!"Dirac fornulatec1 QEDin a different

way, the only Lorentz invariant and Gauge invariant renornaliza-

ble Lagr angt an tor photons is oxae tLy the same as that of Dirac t s

or-Lgi.na.L Lagr e.l gi na, The rrint na'l couoLt.rig of photon field to the

Diro.c field I 2- JigC x) ljJ(x) t Lnt.roduced by Dirac for sinplicity

cane natural :i.d gauge Lovar i ant t'orriul at.Lon, Enthused by this,

11einberg wro tc h.i s PhoDo t.hes.i s under SoTreinan in 1957 on the use

of li~'Jit.ed ver s:'...on of rellorna:t..isabili ty tv set constraints on the

we~k Lnt.er ac t i ons , Subaequerrt Ly he completed the proof of Dyson

and SalaI.1 th2t ultra violet di vergel.'2oes really do cancell to all

or dens of per tur bata on in renornalizable t.heor Les , He r emar-ked that

none of these helped to f'ormuLat;e a r'enorma.l.Lzabf.e th80ry of weak

Lrrter act.Lons , Hhat is to be noted here is 'l~h8faL1iliarity of lt/einberg

with r-enormal.Lzat.i.ori in 1957 and hi s inteilectural thirst in f'orraul.at;-

ing a renorDalizable weak interaction theory.

In 1960 -61 , the idea of 1 broken syrmat ry I - a s yranet r y of

Harai.Ltonian but not of the vacuuD, lJ.dS b~en bor r'owed I'r cm solid state

physf.c s to parti cl,e physics by Heisenberg, Nambuand. Goldstone, and

Heinberog I foll in love \d th bill s Ldea 1" He had long dis cus sions with

Goldstone at Hadison in 1961 (vide his Nobel Lecture) and then with

Sa18~ at Imperial Collegeo The three physicsts jointly \ITote the

article in 1964 showi.ng that the Goldstone bosons are inevitable whene

Whenever a continuous synne t.r-y is spontaneously broken and their

l:1asses zero in all orders of perturbation theory. COr.lT.1entingupon

this, lifeinberg IITites " I r'eraenber being so discouraged by these

zero [lasses that when ....,10 wrote our joint paper, I added an epigraph

to underscore the futility of supposing that anything could be
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explained .in terms of a non-Lnvar-l arrt vacuum stat.e , it was Lear's

retort to cordeli a, r Nothing vall cone of nothing, speak again r,

the Physical Review protected the purity of Physics
"

ll~ literature and removed the quote. So 'Whenthe exception to the

Goldstone theorem was found by Higgs and Kibble, and when the gauge

, bosons acquired nas s , \iJeinberg nat.ur-a Lly felt at home with these new

developDents. He could Lruned'l at.e'Ly view the Adler-1feissberger sum

.;,rule in a different l,vaydifferent fro]'] current algebraic nethcd, By

ass1llaing approxi.nat.e symmetry for strong interactions based upon

SU(2) @> sue 2) which is spontaneously broken giving mass for

nucleons and identifying pion as the Goldstone boson e with small

but non-zero mass), the Adler-Weissberger suo. rule can be obtained.

ltleinberg published a series of papers in 1965-67 on the LmpLt cat.Lcn,

of spontaneous symmetry breaking for strong interaction. According
-

lcffeinberg, it was this voz-k that led him to his 1967 paper on

weak and electromagnetic unification. Actually the idea was that

SUe 2)® SUe 2) symmetry of strong interactions wag a local

~,:not a global one and that strong interactions could be described by

type theory. Soon he realized (in the fall of 1967 while

his office at MIT) that he had been applying the right ideas

wrong pro bleD. In his description of strong interactions,
.,
;' p mesons were rr on Yang-Mills theory and in addition there could

:ibe axial vector Al raesoris, He inserted a COr.1[lOnp and Al mass

:; Lagrangian and the spontaneous breakdown of SUe 2) x SUe 2)

'~'WOUldsplit the p and ~l by a mecham sn siDilar to that of Higg'3

:::Whenapplied to the theory of leptons, the rias sLess p ne son has

:rhoton and Al has masst ve Lrrterraedi ate vector boson as their counter-

..itndwhat he achieved is the mar-ve.l.Lo us unification of weak

wouJ
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and electromagnetic interactions. This theory was conjectured to

br ~enorDalizable like QED because it is gauge invariant. Howdid

he arrive d at sue 2)L ® U(1). group ?

It is weLl, known that left-handed leptons only participate in

the weak interaction. Naively speak'lng tbe V-.•~ f'rom (l}JIY/.L(1-Y5)ljJ2)

is sf.mp Ly ljJILY/.L ljJ21 with chiral pro j ections. As the neutrino s

are believed to be nassless, one has two left handed electron type

leptons VeL and e
L

and one righ~ handed lepton ~ to account

for e.m. interactions and mass for electron. tleinberg first started

wi th U(2) ® U(1), all unitary 2 x 2 mat.r Lces acting on left-handed

components and \\0.. th all uni tary1 x/{ na trices acting on 1? By

.~ breaking up U(2) into unimodular t.r-ansf'o rma tions and phase trans-

f'or-raat.Lo ns the group could be SUe2)x U(1) x U(1) , He identified
-;/ one of the U(1) with ordinary lepton number and since lepton number

is conserved with no massless vector particle coupled to it, he

excluded that Uel) for lepton nUDber~ leaving behind the four para-

t meter group SUe2) x U(1). The spontaneous breakdown of SUe2) x ue1)
T:'

to R(l) of electromagnetic gauge invariance would give masses to

the ~uage bosons of the broken gauge group SU(2) namely w± and an

orthogonal combination remains massless, identified as the photon.

The theory has one parameter, the orthogonal Qixing angle or Y_zo

angle, 9\r The theory predicted weak neutral currents which are

discovered later. To quote Weinberg, The naturalness of the whole

theory is well-denostr2ted by the f'a ct tria t much the same theory

was independently developed by Salam in 1968.
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Returning to the question c:J: renormalizability both l!/einberg

and Salam conjectured the renornalizability on the basis of gauge

Lnvar-i.anc e, It is illuninating to read the dialogue between

Sudarshan and SalaL1in the later Is contribution to the NobelsYElpO-

si um in 1968. 1veinberg adnuts in his Nobel lecture that he df.d not

i\ know how to prove that the renornalizabili ty was not spoiled by

spontaneous symmet ry breakdown. However he attempted to prove by

using unitary gauge which whiLe exhibiting the three particle

spectrum made the renorDaliziabili ty ob.secur e, It was ' t Hooft

who invented a gauge like Fcynman gauge in which the Feynman rules
~J .
,¥\ manifestly lead to only a finite number of ul t.ra-v l oLet divergences
l}~., and proved the renormalizabili ty. Weinberg write that he was not

J

convinced of It Hooft's paper and only after the canonical quantiza-

tion pro cedur e of the same proof due to Ben Lee, he regprced the re-

normalizability of the unified theory as essentially proved.

1iIeinberg did not stop with the unification of weak and ele-

ctromagnetic interactions and in 1971 he studied the experioental

possibilities to detect neutral current effects. Of course neutral

weak currents were speculated by very many (Glashow, Salam-1ATardand

Bludman) but the electro weak theory predicted definitely the strength.

He contributed to the field theory of strong interactions, the Quantw~

ChromoDynamlcs, He and independently Gross and ~Ulczek in 1973

gave the unbroken strong interaction symrJetry version of QeD in

which the gluons are massless leading to the remarkable property of

aSYL1ptoti,c freedom.

It is inevitable to merrt.i.o n about his nonumerrtaL book on

Gravitation Imich exposes the subject in terms of gauge fields and

starting point for the Great Grand unification.

-----------------_._-_._-_.-
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i!. S~lL!~\'[

Professor ..1bdus Salm.} had been associated vJith weak interaction

aLno st f'r om the very beginning and his contributions to the early

weak interaction theory and renorLlalization of neson theories vrere of

very fundanerit.a.L iE1portance. I vJill be concentrating upon his con-

tributions to the .unf.fd.catrkcn of e.Ll. and weak forces and the various

circumstances that led hiD to propose the electro weak theory.

He started physics research around 1950 asn an experimental

physicist in the Cvendish Laboratory on tritiulJ. - deuterium scatter-

ing. However perhaps due to the presence of the eminent nan Dirac,

soon he st at.cd to wor-kon Qu,antm Field theory with Keruaer, That

was the time of the famus QuantumElectro Dynamics - renormalized

Maxwell-Dirac Gauge theory and the succes srutia+teno ts of Tomonaga,

Schvnnger and Dyson enthused every theoretical physicist. With

P. T.Mathews, Salam started expilioring the renormalizabili ty of meson

theories and found that the renornalizability was possible only for

spin zero mesons, which gave the hope of explaining the origin of

nuclear force. However the renornalizable spin zero theory for pions

was not a gauge field theory and hence there was no conserved charge.

Thus it renained off being a fundarlental theory.

According to Salru:1, the trek to gauge theoreies as the can.di-

dates for fundarJental interactions started in September 1956, when he

hear-d the idea of pari ty violation in weak nuclear force f'rom Yang

and Lee, at the Seattle conference. This had a deep inpact on him.

He recalled in hi s Bobel lecture how sleeples s he was during hi s

flight back to London on an flilerican Air Force transportation, reflect-

ing on why Nature should violate left;-right syrme try in weak inter-

Professor Pelerl' s question to Salan during his Ph. D.



eXfmlination about the reason for the massLessne s s of neutrino had

been in his rrdnd too. Combi.rring the raassLessne s s of ne1j.trino and

violation of parity, Salan could see the connection between the two.

The existence of Y5 synne t r-y for nassless Dirac particles nus t LmpLy

a combfna tLon (1 + Yc,) for neutrino intere.ctions and all Leptorric
'-'

or serai vLep tont c weak interactions are accompanied by neutrino.

WhenSalaLl pre serrte d :thi s to Professor Peierls he replied saying that

he did not believe in the violation of pari ty in weak interactions.

SiEular reply came from Rauli 8.8 'Give ray regards to my friend SaLam

and tell him to think of SOlJ.ething better'. However when 1JIrs.C.S·.Wu

et. ale showed eXperimentally the violation of parity in the beta

decay of 56Co, Pauli wrote an apologetic letter to SaT~n on 24-1-1957

However when Salam sent his papers on the extension of chiral sYlJ.-

metry to electrons 2~d muons with the suggestion of spin 1mesons

mediating the weak forces, Pauli wrote (30-1-1957 ' •• 0. Ian very

much star4ecl on the title of your paper~ universal Ferrri Interaction.

For quite a wh.i.LeI have for nyself the rule if a theoretician says

Universal it just raeans non-sense. This holds particularly in con-

nection wi th, Ferrrd, interaction, but otherwl se too and now you too

Brutus, my son, cane with this word'. Regarding the vector meson

field, Pauli questioned 'If the rest mass is infinite (or very large)

how can this be compatible with gauge t.r ans rormat.i.on BiJ, ~ BiJ, - '0 d\? '
Salam admits in hi s Nobel lectures that although he was taken aback

by Pauli's fierce prejudice against universalism, he did not take

this too seriously. However Salam could see Pauli's point on the

that one could not obtain a mass without wantonlygauge fi eld BiJ,
destroying the gauge symnetry one had started with. Salam's ideas

on gauge fields were similar to that of Yang and Hills and his own

stUdent Ronald Shaw's thesis contained these.
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Before turning to the generation of raass for Yang-\'l'l'..1.'Is f "
1 ields

by Higgs-Kibblo mecharrl sm, let ne briefly sketch the consequences'

of adopting Yang-Hills theory to weak interaction. Yanc ~ MO~ ~ c,_ G anCl aIls

conjectured the r-e norrna.Lf zabili ty of their theory relying on the

massLessriess of sjri.n one Lnt.e r nedtl at.e vector bosons. Once Yang-Hills

Shaw fields are identified wl th weak interaction, on the gauge

group SUe 2), vlh:.>t could be the nearrl.ng of the third COr1ponentof

SUe 2) triplet of v.rhich the charged weak currents were the 'two members.

Bludman (1958) suggested (howey;er he had global SUe 2) invariant

triplet) that there could be weak neutral currents, this has nothing

to do with e.Lect romagnetd.sra and corresponds to 8Ji ~ 0 case of

the Standard theory (For a comparitive study see my article in

18th Anniversary Syr.1posiufJof Hatscience). The idea of unification

of weak and e.D. forces was developed by Glashow in 1959 and Ward

and Salar:l in 1959. Earlier Sch"if.inger(1956) was convinced of the

uni ty of weak and electromagnet: c forces. Glashow being a student of

Schwinger wrote in 1958 in his Har-var-d thesis lIt is of little value

to have a potentially renormalizable theory of beta processes ~~thout
th~ possi bili ty of a r-eno rria.lf.aab.Le electrodynar,lics. 11e should

. - _ oJ'-' __ ~_ . ."

care to suggest a fully acceptable theory of these interactions may

only be achieved if they are treated to gether 1. 8alaE1 and 'liJard (1961)

realized that it should be possible to generate strong, weak and

electromagnetic interaction terms with all their correct syr.metry

prop erties by making local gauge transformations on the kinetic

energy terms in the free Lagrangian for all particles. They, moti-

~ated by the beauty of gauge theories arrived at the gauge group

SUe 2) x U(1), to build a unified theory accommodat.Lng pari ty viola-

",tion for weak and parity conservation for e. [1. Lntcr ac t.Lons ,
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1l/hen 'Ligges (1964) and others showed how the spontaneous

,
br-eakdown of gauge s yrane try could generate vector boson nasses, at

the sane t.Lme elininating the unwanted Goldstone bosoris , it just

gave what one needed for forDulating a gauge invariant unified theory

of weak and electromagnetic Lnte r ac to.on s , The works of Glashow,

Salam and lIard were publi shed and known to physicists working on

weak interactions e Then~ why Higgs or Kibble or others failed to

connect the Higgs mechanism \<lith SU(2) xU(l) in formulating the

weak interaction theory based upon Yang-+Iills fields, now acquiring

mass? I thiru{ that it is better to quote Glashow on this point.

These "workers never thought to apply their wor k on formal field

theory to a phenonenolo gi cally relevant model. I had many conver-

sations wi, th Goldstone and Higgs in 1960. Did I neglect to tell

them about my SUe 2) (f) U(1) or did they simply forget? Sala.I!l and

Weinberg had considerable experience informal field theory and had

collaborated \<lith Goldstone. It is not surprising that it was they

who first used the key'.

8alaL1 writE& !What strikes me LlOStabout the early part of

this story is how unninformed all of us were~ not only of each others

work but also of work done earlier'e He recalls the work of Wentzel in

in 1937 on neutral currents and that of Klein (1937) on a theory

similar to that of Yang-Hills-Shaw. Sa.Lamgives a series of very

interesting questions wh.i.ch maYibe answer-ed in future years.

(1) To the level of energy explored at present,one understands

Family I

sue 3) c SUe 2)
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en cy cB ~ JV~ J
sR s sB j..r.. L /'"

fn ty
tn i t ~T}bR by bB

Farnily III

R - Red, Y - YeLl.ow , B .~Blue"

Are there more farnilies? Is there a basic layer of structure

underneath? -

(2) All known baryons and mesons are singlets of colour SUe 3) c

Colour is confine de lvThatis the mecharu sm of confinement?

(3) l~y does nature f'r.vour the simple SU(2) x U(l) ? Is there

one j ust Higgs parti cle? lfuat is the mass ? Is Higgs elementary

or COI.1pOsi te ?

(4) The grand unifi cation scheme in whLch letons and Quarks come

in the saI.1emultiplet predicts the decay of proton. In such a

scheme 1 wl th Plancki s nas s as natural mas: scale in particle

physics~ the great unsolved problem is the natural emergence of
_ 2mass hierarchies, m ,0( L1 ~ 0( ill 0 C. 0P P P

(5) The idea of prew'quarks due to Pati, Salam and Strathdee poses

the pro bLen of confirrarnent of preons inside Quarks" Is there a

stage where this scratching of layer ends ? (According to Salam

two pre-preons may suffice) •

(6) With all this, the meaning of the charge is not clear. Einstein's

dr-eam to comprehend the nature of electric charge in terlns of

space-tir,1e geometry in the same manner as he had succes sfully

comprehended the nature of gravitational charge in terms of

space-ctd.me curva turo , is not fulfilled so far"

-----------~---



The real unification in the Einsteinian sense is yet to

arri v e,

S. GLASHOli'

Sheldon Lee Glashow made outstanding contributions to the

understanding of weak interacti on of leptons and to the hadr'ont.c wor Ld,

He started his research Ci'.rOcr in 1956 as the student· of Schwinger.

His Ph.D. thesis (in Harvard) contains a suggestion to treat weak

and electroD2.gnetic interactions together. This could be seen as a

natural consequence of hi s association with Schvringer who (in 1956)

believed in the unity of these two fundamental interactions. In

1961 he realised the need for a larger group larger than SU(2) for

the unification of weak and e.m. forces. While Salam and Ward (1964)

were guided by the beauty at gauge theories, Glashow was interested

in r-enor-ma.l i.aatrl on, In the 1950' s QED and meson theory were only

known to be r enormaLfzabLe, Glashow w.cote in 1959 that a softly

broken gauge theory with s~illiletry breaking procided by explicit mass

t.e rms was renormalizable whLch he himself admitted later to be false.

Although Glashow had his SU(2) x R(l) theory, he did not con-

nect with the developments on f'o rna.L field theory like the broken

symmetry and Higgs mechanism" He admit s in his Nobel lecture 'In

pur sui t of renorr:mlizability I had worked diligently but I cOmple-

tely missed the boat", Nevertheless, he had speculated on a pos-

sible extension to include hadrons because the weak processes

mostly involved hadrons. It is v!Gllkno""'llthat charged.hadronic

wee~ current contains both strangeness conserving and viQlating

parts appropriately weighted by Cabibbo angle and so if the weak

neutral current, consequence of hi s SUe 2) x U( 1) theory exi sted
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would have strangeness vLoLat.Lng piece as well. Unlike the situa-

tion is ch.rr ged hac1ronic weak current, the neutral currents violat-

ing strangeness we r e absent or heavily suppressed. Glashow to

account for this Dade ZO very massive than It thereby solving

the problen of strangeness violRting neutral currents - infact

he supp r'essed all neutral currents ', He wri te6 comnerrt.Lng . upon

thi s , t The baby was los t \IIith the bath wabe r I.. tfi th Gell--Mann

(1961)' he showed by using current algebra that a gauge theory

of weak interaction \>Jouldinevitably run into the problem of

str angene s s changing neutral currents.·

Glashow from 1961-64 worked vath S.Coleman devoting to the

exploi tion of unitary symmet.ry, Bjorken and Glashowbased on rather

wrong notions of hadron spectroscopy but enforcingquark-leptpn

( e.Ye) and (;~)r- suggestsymmet ry (two weak doublets of leptons

two doublets of quarks (~) (!)) suggested that the Gell-

Mann-Zweig system of three quarks should be extended to four. There

were others who suggested a similar extension, at the same time.

(J'..mati 1964, Hara 1964, Okun 19645 Maki and Ohnuki 1964~ Nauenber g

1964, Teplitz and Tarjanne 1963) e The weak current wi th four

Quarks introduced by Bjorken and Glashow was exactly the GIMcurrent.

However the same ner son who attetli)ted to solve strangeness violating.J: ~

neut r al. weak cur r errt s , now failed to connect itwi th his four

Quark theory. Gl.ashow writes I I had apparently quite forgotten

my earlier ideas of electroweak synthesis •••• the problem ex-

plici t1y posed in 1961 was solved in principle in 1964 ••••• we

were perhaps befuddled by the chimera of relativistic SU(6)•••.

to cloud the nrl nds of theorists '.
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In 1970, John Iliopoulos and Luciano Maini jointly "Wi th

GlashO"livilfrcce tho famous GJMpr..•.Jer& This was fu.lly after three years

of the important work of Heinberg and Salam. Yet when Gn1 wrote,

none sensed the cormection betwaen the two theoretical developments.

Glashov; and Georgi contributed much fundamental ideas to Grand

Unified theories. Their GrRnd Unifying group SUeS) ~ 8U(3)c x

SU(2) x U(l) the simple gauge group seems to be preferred by manyo

The charm quark came into light after tho disconvery of J It/;
particle - cc bound state. Soon another quark was suggested~ the

,

bottom one and there are evidences for bb bound statee While

most of the people just accep ys the 6 quark 6 lepton .modeL "vith no

experimental evidence for the top quark. Glashow and Georsi pro-

posed medels ,d thout t-quark. In Grand Unified theories 1olhe:ce

one treats Quarks and leptons in one multiplets, it is possible to

assurne band 1: share a quantum number like baryon number which

is conserve do Howfar this is true remains to be seen.

Glashow aptly describes the present day standerd theory as an

integral work of art - the patch work qtiBt has become a tapestry. He

says 'Let me stress that I dohot believe that the standard theory

will long survive as a correct and complete picture of physics:

There is no grand unification unless Gravitation is included. I If

standard theory is correct, this age has come to an end, Only a
/

few important particles remain to be discovered Whose properties are

known in advance., Surely this is not the way things willOO, for

Nature must still have some surprises in store for us'.

-----.•...------------~------..------ -------
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LORENTZ, P~~NC5 AND HJUfKING

K.H.Mari walla
MATSCIENCE, The Insti tute of Hathematical Sciences, MADRAS-600 020

+*+*+

I am grateful to you all assembled here, and from varied walks
of life, to listen to me on the origins of 'modern' physics start-
ing with the works of Lorentz and Planck and upto this researches
of Salarn-Weinberg-Glashow on the one hand and of Hawking on the
other. The subtitle of the symposimfi being 'Planck to Salron'7 vre
have the sequence PQRS, where R would for Ramakr-t.snnanwho has
ini tiated these proceedings, and Q for Iqueue of us all', who are
going to follow and contribute our might in this effort.

Many among you in the lay public (pardon me for saying so)
i~hY value sCience, not for how well it explains nature, but much as
would a vedic love vedic hymns for how they s01IDd- obscure and
mysterious. Thi smay give some scientists a feeling of satisfaction.
But science is no more 0bjective or mysterious than any other human
activity. Perhaps every scientist realises this consciously or sub-
consciously. It is time that this realization is extended to the
public at large. According to Einstein

'In ny view there is but one way to bring a
great scientist to the attention of a large
public, it is to discuss and explain the
problems and solutions which have character-
ised his life work. Otherwise the result is
a banal hero-worship based on emotion ahd
not.on insight I.

IadvNce is particularly true in the Indian context, I hope in
following talk to live upto it.
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LOL2NTZ

Hendrick ~Ltoon Lorentz was born of dutch protestant parents
in Arnhem, Netherlands on July 18, 18530 Though he did attend
church, he remainea of independent denomination till the end on
February 4~ 1928. Like Einstein7 as a child he learnt to speak

oJ;
late and~three could hardly articulate, in contrast (also to Einstein)
he fared rather wel.L in school and invariably was on top of the c.Las s,
much to his embarrassment ~ As a celebrated son of his country he
had many memorials~ monuments, busts~ statues, many schools, streets
and squares in several dutch towns bear his name and SO do a fund,
a medal, a scholarship and a chair in a Universi t y, He was well
honored during his life and even in death, by people in all walks
of lifee In human relations, he was a person of considerable tact,
though socially inc~ined, a good companion and rather well liked in-
spite of his formidable academl c reputation even as a student, he
could keep m_s distance. This stood him in good stead as a presid-
ing officer in a variety of organizations and conferences. Thus
(Kuhn, p.195) according to Planck

'Lorentz' II rich knowledge and experience in all fields
of physics together with his skill in handling men and
situations equipped him far more than others for the role
of mediator during discussions at scientific meetings"

and Einstein said
n I admire that man more than anyone else; I might even

say I love him" •

_______ --------L..----- -
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Joining Leydon University in 187,0, he passed his candidates

examinatior summacum Lande in 1. year and ret.u=ned to Arnhem as

evening high school teacher and continue his Ph"Do work independently.

His dissertation IOn the Reflection and Refraction of Lightt, pub-

lictly defended in 1875 traces t.he .ldeas of Fresnel and Young to

show the insuffi ci ency of bobh Longl t.udf.na.L and transverse

pictures taken alone, with their associated others, he concl. udes

that Maxwells electromagnetic theory, with an everywhere pervading

ether sensi tive OY1~yto the electromagnetic fields, stood the data

very wello Prophetically, he also speculated ~n implications of

the theory of heat, and emphas~d the use of Newtonian space-time
W

concepts in relation~electromagnetic phenomena~

In 1878 he was invited to the chair of professor of theoretical

physi cs at Leyden, He continued hi s investigations on various aspe cts

of electromagnetic phenomena, 'such as chromatic dispersion, polari-

zation, the Zeemfu~effect, the Lorentz force, the action of convection

currents and the problems of etner hypotheses, culminating in his

electron theory, first :Qublished in 18920

Already Ln 1878, wi th hi s inaugural lecture at Leyden he

stant.ed work on the moLecu.Lar=kt netd c theory of Maxwel1-Boltzman,

going on to their studies (and of Gibba) on bhermodynami.cs , entropy

and stati sti ca[, thermodynamics (1887) clarifying various aspects of

these in the Lf.t.er ature , together wi,th applications" This work

naturally led him in 1900 (1901,1903) to Mheproblems of thermal

radiation. His careful analysis of the electrilimagnetic mechanism of

the classical process of radiation, led him in 1903 to the eA~ression

the spectral distri bution of the black body radiation, inde~·

pendently obtained by other means by .Raylergh (1900) Jeans (1905)
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and Ehrenfe:...t; (1905) (and of CO'~,L'seEinstein lSJ5) 0 He was further

able to ShOVI~ in agreement with the results of Ehrenfest and Einstein

(1908-1910), that the spectral distribution function for thermal

radiation obtained by PLanck, though empirically satisfactory, was

contrary to the tenets of classical statistical mechanics and elec-

t.ro dynamics , which unvoIv cd continuous emission processes. He thus

had an important and influential part in unravelling of the deeper

significance of Planck' s f'ormula, which was the forerunner of Quantum

theory.

I now come to his "lork, for which he is ~t known, viz.· the

Lorentt transformations. He was naturally led to these, because of

his concern ro'r clarifying the rm1e of ether. Thus in his 1904 paper

he refers to Michelson I s experiment and Trouton-No ble experiment

on ether drift~ and also gi vesdeta1&.ed comparison with KaufmanIS

(1902) experiments on mass of a moving charge" Incidently, Poincare
I),

cCWWLedthe word Lorentz group in 19067 pointing out also an error in

Lorentz I s expression of the transformation formulas mown after him.

It is to be noted that formal expnes sf.orrs, identical to Lorentz trans-

formations had also been derived by Voigt and Larmor in different

physical motifs" Father than go into the details of this well-worked

top i,c , I quote Einstein who puts Lor ent.z' s contri bution in a proper

perspective (H.AoLorentz-lmpressions of His Life and work by G.L.De

Haa~-Lorentz5 North Holland, 1957s po 7) •

tH.A.Lorentz even discovered the 'Lorentz transformation', so

after him - though ignoring its group - like quali ty. .Fo r him,

equations concerning empty space applied only to a given

coOrdinates, 'which, on account of its state of rest,

ppeared excellent in comparison to all other existing systems of
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".
co-ordinateso '"'l.'hl' ,::: ,.TC"'cS ."1 +l",l.y ar a ,-10'"1' cal J' tv t1' n~ 'IV. ~ v LLJ jJc.. c.1.\.. •. ..(>. ..L s.. .a o~, since the

tbeory appeared to restrict the :;.nertial system more than classical

mechanics" I'hr.s c.i.r cumsLancc , provt.ng as i.t chd qui.t e incompati bl,e

with the emprical s t.andpoi.rrt , siiuply had to lead +;0 the special

'.I relat:;. vi ty theory 11 ,

Lorentz contributed 8.1 so to many surely aspects of physical

sciences<) For instance, a'l.r-e ady before his thesis he obtained ex ..·

.: perimental result of Kerr 'Jffecto He -:.[o.seven chairman of the committee

for studies on building enc.Ie sur e of the Zuiderzee s so as to dam and

push back the sea over a distance of about fjf'~Y miles" .Even though

several engineers were associated, Lorentz demonstrated his unique

talents as a physicist by making independent calculations and insist-

ing on checking and rechacking the various assumptions made in the

estimates.

Lastly I would like to mcnt.Lon that Lorentz also obtained cqua

tions of the General Theory of RcLat.I vi -:y cf Einstein 1 s 1916 paper ~

independently, and is acknowledged by EinsteinQ In this of course he

was following Einstei:.:l's earlier attempts, as did :':.i.lberto
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IVIa_:Fl.anck was born at Kiely Germany in 1858; his father
was a Professor of Law~ this stood him in good stead in later
obtaining pcs i t.I on at Kiel. P.fter early eduoa t i on , principally
at Munichy he went to Berlin in 1878 for a year where lectures
of Heimotz and Kirchhoff greatly inspired him; he thus submitted

Ia dissertation in 1879 to the University of ~bnich on ClausiU~
formulation of thermodynamics (1876), suggea tdng a f'undamental.
reformulation of approach. He phrased the second law as the
principle of increase of en tropy: for en tropy ~ tat time t,

t- '> t a ; and applied it later tofor
problems in ]hysical chemistry (1882; 1887-1894) made exciting
by the researches of Arrhenius and Van't Hoff. In 1885he was
appointed to a special chair of mathematical physics at Kiel
and then moved in 1889 to Berlin as a successor to Kirchhoff.
It was therefore fitting that in 1894 he turned to the problems
of black body research.

In 1891y he had expressed skeptism regarding the use of
statistical mechanics of r:Iaxwell-Boltzman to thermodynamics
asserting that their 'remarkable physical insight and mathematical
skill .... is inadequately rewarded by the fruitfulness of the
results gained". He felt that according to Maxwell-Boltzman
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view the second law would not be exact but would rather have
a statistical validity. In 1895 his assistant Ernst Zermelo
(1871-1':;J23)developed the svcalled "recurrence paradox", that
in such a mechanical systems "...irreversible processes are
impossible since (aside from singular initial states) no single-
valued continuous f'ur.c t i.on of the state variables, such as
entropy, can continuously increase; ..•". In this controversy
Planck at first sided Hi th z.erme 109 but slowly veered x'ound to
Boltzman's view that such a system is not merely mechanical
but statistica13 and that probability arguments playa crucial
role in obtaining an irreversible mechanical system as a complex
of reversi bl.e ones (1897). He was already at that time in the
midst of his black body researches and maintained that his method
of showing irreversibility by resorting to continuum applied
equally to electromagnetic radiation and to acoustic resonators
in a continuous medium.

In his first paper in 1895 he considers, following closely
Hertz, the case of re8ona:hCn:~(;capable of linear oscillations in
equilibrium with an incident field of a spherical wave train,
and finds the (secondary) solutions corresponding to a wave
emi tted by the resonator in terms of the ampli tude and phase <'

He next considered energy balance between this secondary wave
of the resonator with the 2rimary radiation, to compute the
ratio of their amplitudes at equal phase at equilibrium as a
function of wavelength only. In the next paper 1896 he dropped
the assumntion of equilibrium and obtained differential eauation- - -
for the resonator and its natural period exhi bi ting dissipative
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term. He then attempted to give a proof of irreversibility by
considering in a series of five papers, starting in 1897-99~ the
behaviour of a system as a wh ol e consi sting of one or more
resonators interacting with a,field. He first treated the
resonator free case 9 obtaining "radiation intensity J at time t"
by introducing a distinction be tween sIowl.y and rapidly varying
quantities relative to an averaginL procedure. By his second
Ln staIm en t he had extended this to the case of radiation in a
cavity with a resonator at the origin. At this point he realised
the role of initial conditions. A critique by Boltzman on this
work in 1897 po ln ted out that laudable though PlancK's work was ,
the programme would fail in obtaining irreversibility since both
Maxwell equations and the boundary cond.i, tions of their solutions
were time-reversal invariant. By his third instalment Planck
realized the validity of Boltzman's point. In his fourth instalment
he starts by hypothesising that radiation in a cavity is an
eLect.rosiagne ta e analogue of 001 tzmann' s molecular dLsor-der , and
its development would involve explicit recourse to averages over
resonator bandwidth. He therefore looks for monotonically varying
function like Boltzmann's H approa~hing stationary value in time.
PoLl.owi.nt, Bol tzmann closely on heels he obtains the differential
equation

between the resonator energy Uo
radi atd.on flA 0 (::::: :3 ~o / 411 "

and ths energy density of
:r -- radiation intensity ato --
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, f

resonator frequency Yo ~ 4Tttimes the mean square of the

electric field E par a.tLe L to the resonator axis). Since at
.NV'

equilibrium ctUo/dvt =-09 he obtained for equilibrium between

resonator and field energies at frequency V) U)) -== 8-TnJ~ U
0

e:?
He next defin~J? the entropy of a resonator of frequency))

U
c.-b V I
a constan t e-

and energy U as

, heby putting,its variation

obtains

and the distribu tion function for the radiation Lnte ns i ty of

vave Leng th as:

this he identifies Hi th Wiens Law obtaining for the

interpretation of temperature. This resul t whi ch he got in 1899

suffered from the criticism of non-uniqueness of his definition

of entropy. At this point O-Lummer and E-Pringsheim pointed

out (1899) Wien's Law was not the last word, as it disagreed with

their experimental I'esults which shorlld a symmetric variation of

the constants in (Hiens formula) vIi th temperature and wavelength

and considerable dev i a't.l on for longer wave'leng th s irrespective

of temperature. In_February 1900 Max Thiesen suggested the ?C

formula /( ,:= \- '0tf t.) =- T" ~f/'(J [ (trrJ/x wfr (1- Xm/-tlJ
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where the subscript m denotes the value of X -= ~T--~e
at whi ch K~ attains a max.l.mum, and the oons t.an t a = 4.5, for

agr-cemen " wi th Lummer=Pr.i ngah Jim data. Sinc\..: both \-lien and

Thiesen expressions had local maxima, in a paper in March li?999

Planck proposed to find a characteristic function SeU) with that

property. Using his previous wo.rk, he obtained for entropy

deyia.ti6n; dSt from maximum value in a time interval dt , when the

resonator en8rgy deviates by fjU from the equilibrium value U
the expression

whe r e cLU is the change in resonator energy during dt, and

olU
C{,t

Since L1U
~d~
5~U2

and mmust have oppo sLte s i gna , he obtains

- feu) J {((J)==-P02itive function of U.

He next asswnes that if, one considers n such resonators, one must

have f( 'flU-) ~( U)j;n)
resul t d2-S / () UL == _. d./lJ

, leading to his previous

In a paper submitted to the ~hysical Society on 19th October

1906, he argued that the en tropy of n oscillators must depend

not onLy on the total energy, but also on that of the single

by aoscillator; this would require replacing

more com~lex expression. He noted that
-~/u

-d/0v( (b+ U)
which yield S as a

the"is

sirnple~t by far of all the expressions
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logari thmic function of U (a condi t.i on which probability theory
suggests) 2~d which besides coincides with the Wien Law for small
values ofU.I

/ With the standard condition ~ S/o U = T-1

and 6~Jd-U2-==- - oC U -I (V +f))-1 -h.e obtains on rising

the Wien displacement Law

and

~C/(\I i
the average resonat.or energy as U =- -ibv (~r OvV/T -I)

Though these expressions furnished a good fit to experiments,
Planck realised that the criticism by Wien and Lummer of its
physical arbitrariness was justified, and therefore tried to seek
e~ answer in a combinatorial derivation9 following the work of
Boltzman. This he did in a subsequent paper submitted to Annalen
der Physik in early Janu.ary 1901. Kuhn has di scussed in detail the
possible ;.nannerin which PlaLck could have worked backwards9 from
his earlier resul ts to arrive at this derivation, wh i ch appeared
to be obscure to his contemporaries. Lorentz latter derived the
resul t in 1910 in close par-rd.Le L wi th Boltzman's distribution
law for gases and Planck gave a similar derivation in hiS
'Lectures' published in 1913.

Along wi th hi s first announcemen t Planck also gave the values
of the constants a = 4.818 x 10-11 deg. sec., b = 6.685x 10-27erg.
sec., and Tel t that they offered a natural system of uni ts wi th

= h( = 6.55 x 10-27 erg. sec.)and Boltzman constent

-------------------------
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k ~ h/a(~ 1.346 x 10-16 erg/deg). IPlancKs contribution was to
emphasise the importance of the constant k by ana'Lyei.ng its
signific2~ce in his 1906 Lectures. He thus found Loschmidt's
number as 2.76 x 1019 (mod.€::tU2-69x 1019) and elcctric charge
as 4.69 x 10-10 esu (modern 4.803 x 10-10). But it is to be not8d
tha.t his 1906 lectures \·Jerefully cl aee.icaL relying on a close
parallel wi th gas theory, and its incompatibili t~r w.i, th "quantization"

of the resonator enerLY was not clear to Planck-Kuhn has no ted
that

"In Planck's theory? resonator em i asIon and absor:9tion are governed
in full by Maxwell's equations .•.though the structure· of the
energy continuum is fixed by the energy element .4})_.nothing
in Planck's published papers, known manuscripts? or autobiographical
fragments suggest that the idea of restricting resonator energies
to a discrete set of values had even occurred to him as a possibility
lU1til others ~ forced it upon him during 1906 and the years
following"

On the other hand Kuhn suggests that 8111phasison th8 natural
constants was Pl anck t s.zned n contribution. Thus in 1906 Lectures
Planck says:

'':.••·The thermodynamics of radiation will therefore not be brought
to an entirely satisfactory conclusion until the full and universIDl
significance of the constant h is understood. I should like to
label it the 'quan twn of action I or the 'clement of action'
because it has the s~ne dimensions as the ~uantity to which
principle of least action OWEB its name."
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That there was something basically contradictory between
Planck~ Law and classical phy si cs came to be discussed more or
less simultaneously? by several people. In England 9 there was a
debate in Nature in 1905 regarding its contradiction with Rayleigh-
Jeans Law based on classical physics. Paul Ehrenfest9 a student
of Bol tzman who had just finished his Ph.D. in 1904, discussed
the puzzling aspects of PlancKs work during (1905-1906).

Conclusions analogous to Ehrenfest were also arrived at by Planck
in 1906 as a 'Postscript' conclusions to his 'Lectures' and
perhaps owed something to Ehrenfest. In his 1905 paper

"On the theory of Emission and A.bsorption of Lighttl Einstein had
already obtained independently the Rayleigh-Jeans result as a
consequence of hiS earlier work o~foundations of statistical
thermodynwuics and recognised that Wiens Law valid at low
intensities (high frequencies) was consii!te:c.twith discontinuous
emission and absorption (f light.

In 1906, Einstein derived Planck's radiation law, clarifying
for the first time i tg theoretical bae i e, its contradictions and
points of departure from the classical picture (the discrete
energy of the spectrum of resonators, but their continuous emisSion
and absorption assumed!)r calling for a complete re-examination
thus in 1908 he rederived thE.:Planck formula using Bohr's theory.
On the other hands Planck vho immediately recognised the merit of
Einstein's work on relati vi tY9 and himself con tribu ted to it
squarely oppo sed Einstein's Light-quantum hypothesis. Thus with
Nernst, Rubens and Warburg, "'Jhileproposing Einstein for full

-----------------------.-.~....
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membership of Prussian Academy and deseri bing hi s wo rk in glowing
terms remarked "That he has occasi onally missed the tart;et in
his s~eculations~ as for instance in his light ~uantum hypothesis
is not something that should count too severely against him".
History~ however, proved them wronb as Einstein was vendicated
and in fact won the Nobel prize for this in 1921.

r have already mentioned the contribution of Lorentz on
clarification of physical significance of Planck's theory. With
so much cri ticisHl a'r ound , Planck attemp ted to modify his theory
by suggesting to Lorentz (1909) to abandon the electron theory,
but still 0ppoSGd Einstein's "quantum hypothesis"; interestingly
Lorentz alsl) considered it too outlandish. In the late 1912
edition of his Eectures, Planck modified his earlier stand to
hypothesise on discontinuous emission "in accord with energy
quan ta and the laws of chance". He di scussed several different
variations of this in the succeeding years. In developing thiS
line of thou£ht, in 1916 he rievoted much spece to the notion
of the conjugate coordinate and uorneri tum space. Thi splayed 9

latterf a useful technical role in the Wilson sornnerfeld ~lantiza-

tion of phase space.
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In conclusion let me swnmarize contributions of Max Planck:

1. First clear advance in the: statement 0f the second law of
thermodynamics;

2. Laying the foundations for the 'thermodynamiG theory' in
physical chemistry;

3. He contributed greatly to the clarification of Maxwell-Boltzman
system and of the logical structure underlying classical-
statistical physics.

4. Determination of the distribution function involved in Black-
body theory. It is for this that he is mainly known, since
this led to the great revolution in physics.

5. He stres.sed the: importance of the uSe of a natural base of
un.its based on f'undamenta.L constants, such as hand k ,

6. Formal quantization of phase space, leading to its use in old
quan turn the I)ry •

He also contributed to other subjects9 including special theory of
relativity. In all these he comes out as a supreme empiricist.
Llke Newton he believed in mathematical theory and was less adept
at "phy sLca.L picture" or "Language interpretation" it entailed.
His'work shows his single mindedness of purpose9 and readiness to
correct himself kecpin~ in mind the dictum that in the study of
natur~l phenomena nature is the final arbitor.

----------------------------
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Whereas Lorentz and Planck were contempQr~eous, Hawking is well

seperated from them not only in time but in several other ways.

Hawking at present occupies the chair to Lucas i an professor of Hathe-

matics at Cambridge that was at one time adorned by Newton and more

recently by Dirac and Lighthill. In a certain sense this is very

fitting as like Newton he too is concerned deeply with problems of

astronomy. I might note that three great theoretical violations

of Nevrtonian mechanics, Electrodyn~1ics and Quantum theory receive~

their finishing touches at Cambr-Ldge, JIDdpeople involved in these

have been totally different in temperments and attitudes one from

the other.

Hawking's Adams prize Essay in 1966 was on' singularities and

the Geometry of Space-time II and he has been since concerned with

properties of space-time that relate to its large scale structures.

The mention of the notion of large scale structure brings to mind

the subject of cosmology. But that is not necessarily so. Thus

Cartan mentions in a letter to Einstein (Einstein-Cartan correspon-

dence, ed.H.Delover, Princeton, 1979) says

" 1. What, from the point of view of Analysis situs,
is the space or the continuum in which we want to
localise the phenomena?"

II 2. This continuum being chosen, what are the singula-
rity free solutions in this continuum? It is quite
possible that the existence of singularity free solu-
tions imposes purely topological condi tions on the
continuum. They may require, for instance, that this
continuum be closed, as in a 4-dimensional space" •
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The I :'obleTJt het is .invol ved here is t.ha ': given a local solu-

tion of Einstein equations, wha t are the limi ts of its validi ty in space

time and how it can be oxt.ende d, if at all beyond wha t is given in

the local coordinate system. This clearly involves the question of

the large scale structure of space-time and of the structure of its

underlying t.ooo Logye In quarrt.ummechanl cs~ for ins tance the formalism

of non-relativistic quantum mechanics shows that Car-ee sLan system

of coordinates are kf.nd of basic to the formalism as they correspond

to a unique coordinate system that is defined everywhere in the

euclidean space - whi.ch is the underlying space of non-relativistic

mechanics. In the general case such coordinate system are not avai-

~.;

Labl.e , hence more sophi sti cated tools hazro to be employed to gleem out

., inforraation on the large scale nature o'f the solutions for gravi ta-

'l .

tional field. Hawklng, along wi th Roger Penrose and others (like

Trautman from Poland) has pioneered efforts in this direction. Thus

the book of Hawki.rig and G.F.R. Ellis (1973) deals precisely with this

topic. Hawking-Penrose theorem on singlilarities first clarifies the

energy-momentum types into those that satisfy the positive energy con-

dition and those that do not, the latter are unphysical. Then they

show 'thnt space-times with posi ti ve energy condition invariably evolve

into a singulari ty. .,1 result along these lines ~ based purely on

physical considerations and using Kasner metric have also been discussed;

by Khal.at.rri.kov , BeLsmky, Khalab and Lifshitz (1970) ~ In order to

avoid the problems posed by an 1 inevi table singulari ty 1 Hawking has

introduced bhe hyPothesis of cosmic censorship. In many cases when

singulari ty is approached, the time-like killing vector field, res-

ponsi ble for bringing in Lnformatri.on terminates and further towar-ds

singularity it may turn space-like. There is thus no input in the
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usual serrs., from beyond this p.ri.rrt (where tir]L-like killing vector

field terminates)~ , " ° t IJ kO

J•.ccor-m ng 0 law lng~ all physical situations

are of this type and the cosmi c censor= - in the form of absence

of future directed time-like kj.lling vector - forbid any information

regarding the si.ngul.ar.i t.y , 1ilhich is then physically irrelevants

from reaching the observer u 1"1anysolutions have been exhi bi ted which

show a naked singu.lari ty~ but these are invariably unphysical and

artificial - at least so farQ

Another aspect of the singularity problem is the collapse of a

star. In the early thirties Oppenheimer and Vo.Lkof'f , and Oppenheimer

and Snider had considered this question. In 1931 S. Chandrasekhar

showed that for a collapsing wrrlt e dwar-f' size sbar , as t.he collapse

proceeds after exhausting its nuclear fuel, it forms in its outer

layers a degenerate Fermi sea of electrons, which would explode due

to Fermion degeneracy phenomena. With this discovery of the neutron,

Landau (1932) obt at.ne d a similar result for a massive star, which

first forms a neutron Fermi-degenerate sea. However~ if mass of a

star is even largers there could result a stable rotating neutron

stars. Slich objects, ,-;alled pulsars have recently been observedo

If the mass of a star is even larger, then in principle the collapse

process can go beyond this point and the entire star many disappear

inside its event horizon, becoming effectively black, in the absence

of a future pointing Idlling vector field.

Such a situation had been envisaged by the ancients. For

~}instance Laplace (Exposi tion of systems of the World, Part II 5P,,305,
e

~M<?:.y1978, also pc608) showed th8.t attractive force of a heavently

could be so largo that light could not flow out of it. Such
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objects arc called b'lack hoLns (B"H) studies 'JfHawki.ng and
Christodoulsou showe d that area of a B"H, can never degrease. More-
over Wheeler had shown that a BQHo may be completely characterised
by its mass~ spin~ charge and anglllar momentwn. This would mean
that the entire information associated with a star is effectively
lost down the hoLe, Bekenstein suggoat ed that Bs H, surface ar-ea: "l

is proportional to entropy and total outside errt ropy plus B.H.
entropy is conserved" At this point people showed that one could
extract energy from a charged or spining BoHo by SELding radiation
in, which then cones out enhanced (super~radiance) e Zeldovich and
collaborators showed that this corresponds to the quantum phenomena
of induced emt ss.ton, Hnwkl.ng then concluded that one could go a
step further to show that there must exist spilintaneousemission"phenos
nena as we.lL, He did thi s in hi s 1975 paper in corrmunications in
Mathematical Physics, by applying quantuo mechanical considerations
to spherically symmetric B-Hc He showed that spontaneous emission
is Planckian for bosons and Fermi·-Dirac for Ferrnions. This gave
rise to a spate of di.fferent derivations of this resuilit,which fixes
the proportionality constant between surface area and entropy of a
B8"He In a derivation given by me I have shown that one can slso
obtain the rcsu.lt by considering the energy released from an incipient
B.H. which is taken to be represented by ~ collapsing Freedman metric
Via the geometric meachanism of a,projecture charge repres~nting
symmetry bre8~ing in collapse.

With the success of these theoretical efforts there have been
Varied studies for solutions of Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations
for Schwarchild and Kerr metrics~ Whereas these studies are purely

\formal with no clear physical direction, there have been serious con-
Siderations on the interpretation of the ent.ropy of a black hole.



Bekensteinhas shown that for L compact object the ratio of its

energy to entropy ( f/S ) has an upper bound wh.i ch is attained

for a blac~holeo This shows that B--Ell entropy has perhap s LmpLd, ca-

tions for the whoLe of phys i cs , Interestingly, Planck~ studies on

black body radiation usho rod us Lrrto a new era of quant.um 'theor y,

f
t Perhap s now the study of b.l.ack--bod y radiation of a black hole would

lead us into another revolution in physics in the offing.

Associated wi t.h the notion of errt rop y is the notion of informa-

tion last. HenCe if a BoHo can be characterised in terms of some

set of elementary qualitias of nature then this characterisation
. ;

would correspond to a relation betvreen the "B-~1:" entropy and the in-

formation lost down the hole. Some time ago I had envisaged such

an estimate by considering gentle fall of a~all bo~ (or a BoH.)

into a large B.Ho to obtain an upper limit on the number of qualities

of nature as (exp 2~. Bekensteinis recent theorem on the ratio:

of 1. f../S yields this s.4meresult More recently I have obtained this

answer also by two other meanso One of these envisages a model of

interior of a BoH. as a compact space of negati ve constant curvature.

By quantizing the interior conf'igurations one . again 0 btains this

estimate for the number of qualities in nature •.
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ERNESTRUTHERFORD,later BARONRUTHERFORDOF NELSON

K.Srini vasa Rao
MATSCIENCE,The Institute of Mathematical Sciences,

MADRAS-600lID (India)

+*+*+

Soon after my return from Bonn, when I come to lmow of the

title of this year's Anniversary Symposium and the physicists

assigned to me, I started thinking about the catchy sub-title,
j
I

f

'From Planck to Salam, the Quantllll1to the Quark' ,- and the main

title, 'Biographical Approach to Modern Physics', chosen for the

Symposium by the Director. In the short 20 minutes assigned to

talk about the each physicst, it is just iWpossi ble to do any .

justice to even the most significant contribution made by the

physi ci st. So, only a vague outline of the times of the physfrdsf

and what he did for the advancement of physics will be attempted."

I found even this a rewarding experience, for, in the "WOrdsof

Longfellow;

It Li ve s of great men all rend.nd us
we can make our lives sublime,

And, departing, leave behind us,
Footprints in the sands of time"

A slight alterlltion !ho this famous annotation of Longfellow ex-

presses, in my opinion, what can be called as the unwritten motto

for each one who takes to research.

•....---------------~----..----- -------------
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u Discoveries of great men all propel us
To make our resear ohes more meaningful

And, departing, leave behind us
Reprints in Tomes for the mindful ".

In this spirit,let me first talk about Ernest Rutherford, later

Baron. Rutherford of Nelson.

Ernest Rutherford l.•TaS born on August 30, 1871, in Bright-
I

water, Nelson, NewZealand. He was the second son and fourth

child of a family of t.we.Lve, His father James was a farmer, a

wheblwright, who in 1882 setup a flaxmill and sawmill in Havelock.

When Rutherford was 15, two of his younger brothers were drowned

in a boat accident and it fell to him to take the tragic news to

his no ther-, who was a school teacher and a 'WOmanof keen intellect.

The year of the tragedy Rutherford won a Marlborough Education

Board Scholarship - obtaining 580 marks out of 600 and 1his award

enabled "tim" to go I. to Nelson COllege. Later he won a junior

University Schmlarsbip to CanterbUry College, which he attended

from 1890 - 1894, graduating with a B.A. in 1892 and an M.A. in

1893 with first class honours in both Mathematics and Physical

Sciences.

In 1894 began the amazing career of Rutherford with g

simple and Lngerd.aus exper'Lmerrtaf set-up of the fir st mag~t~

detector of wireless waves. He was able to send and receive

Eignals first over the length of his laboratory, then across a

large:' open commonand finally, at Trinity College, Cambridge,

.-,
:~
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from the laboratory to his loJgings and in 1895 he held the then

world record of reception at 2 miles. He published a paper on

fA magnetic detector of electrical waves'.

Rutherford 1 s achievements in the field of physical sciences

spanned the years 1895 .. 1937. Till 1895, Rutherford was in

NewZealand but spent his most productive years as Professor of

Physics in Ca~endish Laboratory, Cambridge (1895 - 1919) and

McGill University, Montreal (1898 - 1907), as professor and Director

of the Physical Laboratory at the University of Manchester (1907 -

1919) and again :'.as professor at Cambridge (1919 .• 1937).

Rutherford was awar-ded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry, in 1908, for

THis Researches on the disintegration of the elements and the

chemistry of radiative matter 1. He was knighted in 1914 and in 1931
....•

Rutherford was created a Baron and took the title of Lord Ruther-

ford of Nelson, revealing by his choice of the title his love for

his homeland.

At present usage of words like quarks, gluons~ Higgs bosons,

and bags, has become acceptable as part of the increasing scienti-

fic vocabulary. Uhen we ta1k of the times 0 f Rutherfo-rd, we go

back to a time when the words electron, a.Ipha-p ar t.Lc Le, pro ton,

neutron, Y-rays, isotppes, were equally new and mind-bogging e

These words are now, however, familiar to most and are even men-

tioned in the press and over the radio.

,·f
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In 1895, he elected to \'v(}rkunder J. J.Thomson, at Cambridge
who put forward the idea of a Lilli t of electrici ty - the electron -
which was a constituent part of the structure of all atoms, al-
though only 1/1800 th the mass of the hydro gen atom. With Thomson,
Rutherford investigated the conditions governing the remarkable
conducting power for electrici ty imparted to a gas thromgh whi.ch

the Rontegen X-rays were arranged to pass. This work was published
by them in 1896. Thereafter, Rutherford worked on his own, or as
senior partner with others.

After Becquerel discovered, in France,that Uranium gave
out rays which, like X-rays, could affect a photmgraphic plate,

two kinds of radiation which he named
Rutherford discovered that Uranium gave out/as alpha and beta rays.
Debierne added the third, the gamma-rays.After this work at
Cavendish, Ratherford moved to McGill University, Montreal, and
the new radiCl~ctive substances and their radiations became his
life IS woi.k. A.tNcGill, Ra the.r Iord was at the height of his
mental and physical prowess and during the years 1898-1907, he was
the pioneer, the planner, the integrator of the efforts of his
colleagues and the formulator of bold theories. Profossox C9x

.unselfishly relieved llutherford of nuch 0 f the routd.r 6 adrrd.nf.stra-
tion, while the tobacco millionaire Macdonamd, who endowed the
Professorship, also provided Rutherford with money to purchase
radium and a liquid air plant which made many of his best subse-
quent eA~eriments possible.

1

',1. ,
i
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At HcGill, Rutherford discovered the radioactive disinte-

gration of Thori um, He proved that the o(-particle is posi ti vely

charged and that it is an atom of helium, while the beta-particle

was notping but an electrono In 1903, Rutherford calculated the

enormous energy that was being released fun the radioactive decay of

Radium. In the same year, he was elected a f'eLLowof the Royal

Society. In 1904~ Rutherford estimated the age of the earth from

the heat generated throughout the ages by radioactive elements, and

the publication of his book 'Radioacti vi tv ' c> The crovming achie-

vement was the unravelling of the successive radioactive changes

in the radium, thorium and actinium families ...

In 1906, Professor Arthur Schuster~ at Manchester, a man

of great moral strength and scientific and administrative ability,

being reasonably wealthy, was considering retirement, so that he

could devote more time to theoretical studies~ to international

science) and to the Royal So~iety~ He considered Rutherford as

~p'e ideal person to take ...over the reigns of the department and

in a spirit of self-abnagation offered to resign his chair at

lv1anchester, if Rut.her-t'or-d agreed to take his placeo At the same

time he offered to personally finance a readership in Mathematica.l

Physics, which was subsequently hel.d by Sir Charles Darwin and .

later by Niels Bohr, Thi s led Rutherford eventually to move to

lv1anchester in September 1907~ wnere he started his experimental

work in right earnest within a few weeks of his arrivalo In a

letter to his mother, at NewZealand, Rutherford wrote that

compared wi th Canada and NewZealand, the Manchester students
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tended to look up to a Professor as somewhat of a Godo During ras

twelve years at Manchester, 1$07-1919, his research was directed

principally at investigating atomic structure by using alphs-parti-

cles as projectiles. In 1908, he and Geiger constructed the first

particle counter - later impro~ed by Geiger to become the famous

Geiger oourrtez-, Thesarae year~he. was o.vl82dedthe Nobel Prize for

Chemistry,for 'His researches on the di.sf.nt.egr-abed of the ele-

ments and the chemistry of radioactive matter' 0 To,.,ards the end

of his life, in 1931, he expressed his unconcealed debt'-to M8;n-

chester in the following words; II owea great delrb • to Manchester

for the opportuni ties it gave me for carrying out my studies. I

do not know vThdther the Univer sf ty is really aware that the f'ew

years from 1911 onwards the vIDole foundation of the modern phy-

si c s~ movement came from the physic~,;: department of Manchester

Universi ty~'

We have already merrt Lorsad the fact thp..t, with Geiger~ he

constructed the first particle counter: A.thin wire or needle

point charged to a high voltage 'vas inserted axially in a metal

tube into wni.ch o(-particles were allowed to ent.er , As each

particle entered, the ionization produced was increased greatly

by collision with air molecules at those high voltag~and sufficed

to cause a current to cross the gap and give an observable pulse on

a connected electrometero With this beautifully designed eA~eri-

ment, it is remarkable that they obtained a value of leI, for ex-

ample, within ~ % of that obtained from the methods available

over 50 ye~rs later. However, at that time, their value was 40% i- __
t,
!
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higher than the previously accepted value and hence the conseq\l.~,;
of this illeasurementwere many in all branches of physics.

Geiger and Marsden were scattering alpha-particles through
thin metal foils such as AI, ag, Jl.u,Pt, etc., when Rutherford had
a hunch and asked Marsden to tsee if you can get some effect of
~-particles directly reflected from a metal sur~cele This led to
the startling di:scovery...by. Go! gar and Marsdml .that'a small fraction
of the incident ~-particles, about ·1 in 20,000, wore turned
through an average angle of 900 in passing through a layer of
gold-foil about 4 x 10-5 em, t.hi ck, Ruthorford showed that the
distribution of ~ particles for various angles of large de-
flection did not f'o Ll.ow the probability Law to be expected if
such large dEflections vlere considered to be made up of a large 'Y

number of small deviations.
This expectation that a series of small deflections

take place as a charged particle passes through an atom is a
natural consequence of the then model of the atom propGsed by
J.J. Thomson, according to which the atom was supposed to con-
sist of a number' N of negatively charged corpuscles and an equal
quantity of positive electriCity uniformly distributed throughout
a sphere. Rutherford put.ror-ward the bold assumption that the
deflection through a large angle is due to a single atomic en-
counter and for such a thing to be possible the atom must be a
seat of an intense electric field. These considerations led him
to propose the now famous Rutherford Nuclear atom model, in 1911,
according to which an aton, .. f contains a charge ± Ne at its
center surrounded by a sphere of electrification containing a
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charge -+Ne supposed uni formly distributed throughout a sphere

of radius R11 0 lie all know, how Bohr improved on thi s model and

said that the Rutherford's atomic nucleus iss~rounded by elec~

trans moving in stable, non-radiating orbits, to account for the

spectrum of the hydrogen atom.

During the war years (1914-1918) he wa.s appointed to a posi~-

tion on the Admiralty Board of Invention and Research to work in

the field of submarine detection.

In 1919 Rutherford return to the University of Cambridge

for a second period, as Professor of Experimental Physicso A

li ght-hearted song on TI An .•Upha Ray It was composed by A.A.Robb,

shortly after Rutherford's arrival, and it formed part of the

n post-prandial proceedings of the Cavendish Society ". The last

few lines of the song were:

11 For an alpha ray
I s a thing to pay
lLnd a Nobel Prize,
One cannot despise,
And Rutherford
Has greatly scored1

:1.S all the wor-Ld now recognize 11 •

In June 1920, Rutherford delivered his second Bakerian lecture,

before the Royal Society~ and made one of his most remarkable

predictions that somewher-e in the atom, a neutral particle might

exist, which wfuuld be very much more useful as an atomic artillerj-~

projectile than the q-particle. Twelve years later, such a

particle, called the 'neutron} was discovered by Chadwick in 19320
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Also, in 1920, Rutherford suggested that the hydrogen nuclei

should be called as 'protons 1. In 1922, he disagreed with the

suggestion that the hydrogen nucleus be called a lpositive

electron1, for he conjectured ua positive unit of electricity

associated with a much smaller mass than the hydrogen nucleus

may be cliscoveredll• Again, ten years later, in 1932, such a

particle, called the po si tron, was discovered by C.D.A.nderson.

After the discovery of the neutron in 1932, Rutherford

was interested in the possi bili ties of producing fast particles

with which to bombard nuclei and this resulted in the Cockroft-

Walton machine and the subsequent era of particle accelerators.

In the .August 1937 issue of Nature, Rutherford published

the last of his publications, which total an astounding 340-odd

in all~: This paper entitled, U The search for the isotopes of

hydrogen and helium of mass-B t1, was an account of the search for

tritium in nature, by the method of electrohysis. Appropriately

enough natural tritium was first detected by Dr.W.F.Eibby at

Chicago Univer si ty in 1951.

Rutherford died unexpectedly on the 19th of 0cto ber 1937•

..c:'Unmnghis last words to his wife were: 11 I want to leave a

. hundred pounds:~:e~::.N:~lson College. You can see to it" •
. " . ~ ."':-~.i •

The fact:-::jat in Nature of 1938, bwopublications appea-

red, which were to be respectively, his n Presidential address

prepa.ted for the Jubilee Meeting of the Indian Science Congr-ess",

and on the 11 Transmutation of Matter 11 , is a clear indication of

how Rutherford was snatched away from thi s world before he could

vi si t our country.

. .~
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In 1.961, a Rutherford ' Jubilee International Conference

was held in Hanchester to mark the Fiftieth Anniversary of the

Rutherford scattering law and the discovery 0 f the atomic nucleus.

Ten years later, in 1971, the Rutherford Co,ntennial Symposium

was held at the University of Centerbury, Christ Church, New

Zealand, and in thi slatter Symposi um, Pro'fessor Alladi Ramakrdshnan.

participated. That so many years after ,his death, these meetings

were held to talk about the works of Rutherford is only because

the sct entd rt c world wanted to acknowledge him as the 11 father

of nndern science 11 , who through his 'WOrkswrote the 11 modern

bible of science" •
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*C. V. RiLMAN

by

R.Vasudevan
NATSCIENCE,The Insti tute of Nathematical Sciences, MADRAS-fOO113

****
Chandrasekhara Venlcata Raman is perhaps the only name of a

scientist \tlhich is a household world in India barring the exceptions

of Meganath Saha and Homi Bhabha, Raman effect is the only sci-

entific discovery that is wideLy known to the public in India.

Drawing on the material on CoV.RamanIS bio graphy presented

at the EDth Anniversary of the discovery of Raman effect, we know

that Venk:ataraman was born on 7th November 1888 at Tiruvanaikaval

in Trichy district, as the second child of Chandrasekhara Iyer and

Parva thi Ammal. His father was a school teacher and later accep-

ted the post of a lecturer in Mathematics and Physics in Mrs.A. V.N.

College, v· zagapatnam (in .Andt:'a Pradesh) for a salary of Rs.85/- p.m.

A good collection of Mathematics and Physics books collected by

hi s father was within the reach of young Raman.

Venk:ataraman matriculated at the age of 11, passed his F.A..

at the age of 13, entered Presidency College, Madras for his B.A.

with a scholarship for his B.A. degree course. He passed his M.A.

in 1907, wirming gold medals 'for Physics and English. I have been

at Presi.dency College, demonstrating my wealmess in experimentations

and have been daily looking at his photographs in the Presidency

College for 3 years during the fiftieso

·We have drawn much on the contri butions in the Physics News of
~ecember 1970 which was devoted to honouring our great scientist.
(",
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it t e-:e age of 16 measuring the angle of "1. pri sm vIi th a

spectrometer experiment as many of us have. ([one so many times, he

observed diflfraction bands which formed the subject matter of his

first publication in the philosophical Magazine (London) 1906.

Then f0110wed another paper on a new eA~erimental method of

measuring surface tension.

'Nature whispers and only the gifted minds understand the

message '. This is amply illustrated in the life of our hero. He

did not go to England for further studies being disqualified in

medical tests by the civil- surgeon of Madras. He always thanked the

civil surgeon for a good turn. In his -18th year he passed the civil

service examinations and in 1907 joined the Calcutta office as

Assistant Accountant General when he was 18 ~ years old. Meanwhile

he married Lady RamanLokasundart , when she was 13. story has it

that she sang on the Veena the first time she saw him the Thiyagaraja

Kiruthi, - 'Rama ni SamanamEvero,1. As a married officer he was

gi ven an addi tion Rs.150/- from the Finance Department and the

couple settled in Calcutta off Bowbajar street.

Within a few days after settling in -Calcutta he Igot into the

Association for Cultivation of science and met Ashu Babu, who was

his associate in all his scientific endeavours for the next 25

years. ,Amit Lal Circar, the s-ecretary of the association promptly

handed him the keys of the Institute. It was Mahendralal Circar,

his father who established this association and wanted that some

young reseqrcher made use of its facilities. Raman began work

tirelessly at the association both in the morning before going to
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the office and later after 5 pn. coming there str at ght from the

office to work till 10 p.rno running round in taxis all the time

as Mr•..'l. G. Naras.l mh.;n told me, He vias transferred to. Rangoon in

1909, to Nagpur in 1910, and posted back to Calcutta in 1911. He

started the Bulletin in 1911, which later became Journal of Physics.

He has heard his father play vLo.LLn, He experimented on
~

the bowed strings. He and JLshuBabu were the only workers in the

association for cultiVation of science. Papers on struck strings,

plucked strings, and musical flames followed. His researches on

Veena, musical drums bring out the high harmonic contents of
\

these instruments and by 1920 Raman has become the world authority

on sound and musical instruments.

His work in the Finance department waf praised by his superi-

ors and there was every. chance of his going up to dizzy heights,

may be tache position of the Finance member in the Viceroy's

Council in the impending Indianisation at that time. But he

accep ted the Pali t chair of physi cs at the Calcutta University at

the invitation of Sir Asutosh Makerjee, its Vice Chancellor, for'

a salary less than what; he was getting. The endowment for that

chair required that the occupant shoud have been trained abroad

and Raman refused to go to Engl,and to be trained. Sir Jl.sutosh

changed the constitution.

In 1921 under presure from Sir ...isutosh he went to Cambridge,

Oxford and met famous scientists like Sir Thomson, Br~gg and others.
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,,1.S a tou:dst he goes to St .•Pau.l ' s Cathedral in London, and does

exp eriments on the whispering gallery effect there, publishes

two papers, one in Nature and the other in Proceedings of the

Royal Society.

On his return voyage, he investigated the blue of the mediter-

ani an. Again the story of his investigating what he saw. Rayleigh

has explained the blue of the sky as due to light scattering by

molecules of the atmosphere and he has dismissed the blue of ocean

as just due to the reflection of the blue of the sky by sea. Raman

demolished this idea by making observations of sea with polariziRg

rrico.L pri sm. He proved that the bluesnes s of the sea is due to

the scattering of light by the moleculus of the water in the sea

itself. He later concerned himself wi th these ideas, namely the

scattering of light by liquids~ the ~ X-ray scattering and vis-
On .

cosi ty of liquidsol X-ray scattering from liquids many

experiments were done, early in India as evidenced by the famous

Raman - Ramanathan (1923) paper s, They did not apply the Fourier

transform methods which Zernicke and others applied later in 1927.

He has advanced theories of viscosity, which has been used by polymer

chemists.

Hany of his students studied the molecular scattering of
monograph..

li ght by a large numbe r of liquids. Raman'slin 1922 IOn the

Molecular Diffraction of Li ght lis a classic. He deeply consi-

dered how the quant.umof light coul.d exchange energy -with the
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molecules. We should note that all this was before the discovery

of Comptc-rr.e f'f'ec't., In April 1923, K.RoRamanathan,one of his

distinguished students performed experiments on scattering of

light from water using a system of com~llmentqxy filters. Scat-

tered light showed a change in coLor , )?his was attributed to

TWeakflol1['escence'. Raman was not satisfied yJi th this explana-

tione This effect persisted even after repeated distillation of

the liquid to rei:lDve flouresecent imp"'J.ri(-tieso This same effect

was observed by K.S.,Krishnan in many organic Llqui.ds , The weak

flourescence wss not unpolarised as it should be if it is due to

real flurescence Raman gave a classical explanation of G0IDPton

X-Day scattering using t:tIe concept of fluctuations •.

In 1928, Raman along vnth Krishnan set up detailed experi-

ments for the study of the scattering of light in organic liquids

and vapours and 7th February 1928, they found all liquids exhi bi ted

'Weak F10urescence J which was po.Larf.sed, On the 16th February

they sent a note to Nature suggesting that 1 the modified radia-

tion could arise from fluctuations of the molecules of the liqufidf

an analogue of (,'Omptoneffect in the visible region. On 27th

February Raman asked Ashu Babu to set up the mereury vapour lemp

and used the direct:vision spectrdbope to study the 'flourescent

track'. UsiuE filters to cut of all t~e components other than

Indigo 4358 A.V. they found two sharp lines in blue-green region •.

Raman effect was discovered on 28th rrnrning and the announcement

was made on 29th February 1928.

/
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l'iho gave the name to thi s effect? In 1923 Smekal had

predicted using Bohr model of the atom, that photons can be in-

elasti cally scattered. For a while thi s was called Smekal-Raman

effect. C'Io sely on the heel s of the di scover y 0 f Raman effect,

Landsberg and Mandolstam of Soviet Union reuorted the same effect~

in Quartz. They called it 'Combinatorial Scattering'. However,

the name, Raman.of'f'e ct stuck and Nobel Prize citation in (1930)

refers to the "The discovery named after hi.m" since Ramanhim-

self identified the basic features connected with this stimulated

radiation.

The physics of the process is that the incident light inter-

acts with the medium and introduces oscillating polarisation

components wi th frequencies which are either the sum of the in-

cident and inherent frequencies, or their difference. These

oscillating dipoles emit radiation which correspond to the stokes

and antistokes lines and gives rise to Raman scattering. Talking

quantum mechanically Raman scattering is related to the off-diagonal
--

matrix elements of the polarisability operator while Raylight

scattering relates to diagonal elements. Ramaneffect is effectively

used to study oscillatory polarisabilit~ caused by molecular rota-

tions, Vibrations and electronic motions. The widest use has been

in the study of vibration spectra since these vibration frequencies

of molecules and solids are in the infrared regi&n which is not

convenient for experimental study wm Lc their Ramanmodulated fre-

quencies are in the visible and ultra-violet region where the photo-

graphic plate is very sensitive.
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it large amount of research by physical chemists to study

structure of molecules has been car r t.ed out specially for the large

molecules. Then came the laser with high-power-packed monochromatic

light vn th high directional and near perfect poLar-tsatd on, Added

to this are the improvements in the electronic detection of radia-

tion signals which have led to -the widespread use of Raman spectro-

meter now-a-days, and vIe list some of the important fields of

laser Raman spoctr a,

~i) ExpLorLng the long wavelength- vibration modes of ionic

crystals. These give information about electric fields and also

provide a better understanding of their op!d-cal prop er td es, Iffiile

first order Raman scattering gives information about long wave-

length modes, second order Raman effect gives information about

short wavelength phonons. Laser Raman effect leads to investiga-

tion of damped soft modes in ~-crroelectrics, ::.nvestigation of pola-

ri t0ns (Photon phonon coupling) in a le.ttice mediurn wi, th transverse

electric fields etco Similarly in degenerate semiconductors, where

the pLa.snons get , coupled to the phonons , Raman spe ctra gives a

clue to these modeso Whenthe conduction electrons in a semicon-

ductor are in a magneti c field they arrange themselves in the Landau

levels and the transitions between theseselves are studied by

Raman spec t.ro scopy,

.Another domain in which Raman did a lot of investigations and

ran into severe controversies is the physics of crystals and their

dynamics in par-tacul.ar, This is a field in which Einstein, Debye

and Born paid a lot of attention.. Einstein considered crystals as

an assembly chf isotropic oscillators with a single f'r-equency, He
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assumed that the average energy of the oscillator is given by Planck's

law rather than the Equipartition law and he found that specific

heat went down to zero as temperature goes to zero , Debye considered

that the crystal lattice can be replaced by an elastic continuum

with a continuous frequency spect r um. DebyeI s formula was a better

fit for specific heat data. Born-von Karman took account of lattice

structure of an infini te crystal wi th cyclic boundary condi tions.

Raman did not agree wi th the idea the..t normal, modes can be clnssi-

fied on the basis of trf".velling waves, end staunchly opposed the

theories of Debye and Born. He ravaur ed the Einstein Lde» of having

normal modes and their frequencies. He vrorked on diamond and ex-

tensively studied its X-ray diffraction patterns. The same analysis

were done by neutron spectrometry at Los .•ti~as in 1970. Similar

work is also done at Trombay with many substances. There are many

questions to be settled between these views and more experiments

may be needed which may come up in future.

Raman spectra is used in petroli urn industry to characterise

~ferent hydro-carbons in the petrolllum fractions~ i.e. charac-

teris:tion of oil;- A wide var Lety of problems in nucleic acids

pep tides, amino acids, especially proteins and the DNAof different

types have been studied with Raman spectra with impressive results.

The future of Raman polymer studies hold great prospects.

He left Calcutta in 1933, to become the Director of Indian

Insti tute of Science, Bangalore. Finally in 1951, he set up Raman

Research Institute in which he worked for next two decades of .ht s

L------------_.
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He was avarded the Nobel Pri ze in 1930. He was made the FeLl.o w

of the Royal Society in 1924 and was knighted by the B:citlsh Govern-

ment in 1929. The Soviet Union gave him the Lenin peace Prize in .

1958 and he was awarded the title 'Bharat Ratna 1 in 1954•

.it grateful world of science allover the world showed its

appreciation of Raman's contribution to knowledge by showering upon

him many honorary degrees and fellowship of prestigious scientific

bodies. To foster the growth of scientific community within India

he helped to formed the Indian Science Congress in 1951, and later

the Indian Academyof Sciences in Banga'Lo re ; His greatest gift was

his power of expression. He could make a scientific 'idea literally

come alive by choice of words and Lmager y that will make even a

layman experience the idea as his own. His greatest contribution

to I ndian Science was the demonstration that the essence of science

is indep ent.errt thinking hard WL.ckand devotion and nothing else.

I
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ToSo Santhanam
MATSCIENCE,The Insti tute of l'1athematical Sciences, l-LillRAS-600113

( India)

Heisenberg is undoubtedly one of greatest Physicists of this

cerrtury, His name is inalienably associated 1.n. th the discovery

of Quantum Mechanicso Professor Dirac ~~ when he introduced

Heisenberg to an audiance has said that n we were both young men

at' that time, vJOrking on the same probl.em, He succeeded where I

Werner Karl Heisenberg was born on 5th December 1901 in

It[urzbu.rg in Bawarf.a, I had the fortune of spending a few years

at the University of lrnrzburg. In fact, the lqurzburg Hunicipali ty

has brought out a comrcorzoratrl.on coin in honour of Heisenberg. It

is also lIur'L;burg whor-e X"'l'ays .;ere first disccvered by Rontgen.

He worked for his Ph..Do in the University of Munich under .Arnold

Sommerfeld on a problem :tn classicaJ. hydrodynamics, the transition

from laminar into turbulent f'Lo w, He developed his own approxima-

tion methods to deal "(<Ii th the non-linear problem and showed that the

Poi seuille fJ.ov, be tween i..;"~ parallel walls would become unstable

if the Reyunold's nwnber connected with the problem exceeded the

value of about lOOO~ a result which was later reconfirmed by L.H.

Thomas.

Pauli and Heisenberg had the fortune of attending the lectures

of Niels Bohr in Gottingen (Bohr1s festival) in June 1922. Bohr

eA~lained about his atomic model, quantization and correspondence

---------------------- .....••••••
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principle. H2 discussed the ca.Lcu.Lat.Lon of q iadr atd.c Scarl{

effect that was done by Kramer-s on the basis of correspondence

considerations. Heisenberg raised a serious objection because

the result did not agree ~Qth any of the classical frequencies of

the atom. Bohr was very Lmpr es sed wi th Heisenberg and invited him

to join him for wal.ks on the Htt.inberg in Gottingen to discuss the

problems of atomic theory.

After his Ph.D., Heisenberg werrt to Gottingen to work under

Max Born. With Born, he did a systematic study of complex atoms

with the help of perturbation methods. To explain the correct

ionization energy of heliwn atom, Heisenberg showed that one had

to introduce half integral quantum nurnber. But Bohr thought that

if was the mechanics that was wrong. In the meantime other diffi-

culties had arisen for Bohr's conception of atomic phenomena based

on cor-r-e spcuderice principle, e2:/ecially the discovery of Compton

effect in 1922, which proved the existence of light quant~.

Bohr, Kramers and Slater used the idea of a virtual oscilla-

tors to explain ilimpton effect without the light - quantum.•

LadeJD.bergdispersion relo.tions which Kramors later extended to des-

cri be transi tions by taking into aCC01ID t both types of di spersion

effects of atoms in an arbi trary stato 11, orne in vIm ch the

emission f'oLl.ows absorption and the second in which the reverse

takes place. By 1925, Bohr-Karamers-Slater theory got into serious

problems connected with the statistical independence of emission

and absorption and the energy - momentumconservation. Heisenberg

traced the di fficul ties to the breakdown of the Kinematics underlying

I
I
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the mechanics. He showed that the classical combination Law of re

frequencies has to be amended. Thi s led him to the concluion

about the non-commutativity of two dynamical variables. Born

showed that Heisenberg 1 s symbolic multiplication was nothing but

matrix calculus. Further developments ve made by Born, Heisenberg

and Jordon in their famous paper usually referred to as "Drei-

Manner arbei t n.•

Dirac, working on Hamiltonian formulation established the

connection between classical Poisson bracket and Heisenberg's

commut.atIon brackets.

I do not have to describe to you on the great triumph of

quantum theory. Heisenberg showed that the noncommutativity of

dynamical variables leads to limitations on the simultaneous measure-

meribs of physi cal quanti ties lire momentUmand position

h
&p. &q .'2iT ·

This uncertainty relation won him the 1932 Nobel Prize. He became

the Director of l1ax Planck Institute fur Physics in Gottingen in
.

1946 which was / transferred to Munich in 1958. He played a lead-

ing role in the reconstruction of Science in Germany after World

War II. He has made outstanding contributions to many branches of

theoretical physics like theory of turbulence, of ferromagnetism,

of Nuc.Lear forces (he introduced the concept of isotopic spin),

S-matrix, and non-linear theory of elementary particle interactions.

,
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MATSGIENGE, The Institute of l1athema.ticalSciences, HADRAS-600 113
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Schrodinger was born on August 12, 1887 in Vienna. He be-
longed to a.Bava.rian family settled in Vienna. He was a versatile.
,vith vast personalcul ture that included the study of Greek Iitera-
ture and philosophy and the 1:J1'iting of poetry. He was at the
University of Vienna during 1006-1910. He was very much influenced
by Frirtz Hasenohrl who was BoltzmannTs successor. Sc~rodinger
had mastery on eigenvalue problems in the physics of continuous
media. He served as an artillery officer in ~orld War I. In 1920,
he joined as an assistant to Nax Wien, followed by a posi tion in
Stuttgart. He spent six years in Zurich replacing Von Lane. It
was in Zurich that he had the contact and friendship of Herman
Weyl and Debye. In the fall of 1925, Schrodinger had become tired

,

of his stay in Zurich and the work of Heisenberg, Born and Jordan
on matrix mechanics added to his discomfort~ To get over this un-
happiness, he started on q scheme of atomic mechanics which served
as an alternate to matrix mechani cs, Hi s wor'k started controver-
sial discussions that led to the physical and philosophical inter-
pretation of quantum mechanics. In four communications to the
Annalen der Physik (1926), Schrodinger developed his theory of wave
mechanics, entitled" Quantization as an eigenvalue problemlt

• He
used his equation to solve the problem of the spectrum of hydrogen

---- __ 1
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atom. In the mathematical aspects, he had invaluable help from
lieyl. In Schrodinger IS wor-k the basic ideas of Einstein and
Louis de Broglic found a natural place. Schrodinger soon recogni-
zed that his approach and the matrix methods of Heisenberg and
Born complemented each other. He recognized. the 11 formal, mathe-
<;
matical identity'! of Wave mechanics and matrix mechanics. In
the last stages, he moved to Dublin where he stayed until 1955.
In the last -bi t of his service, he was working on Einstein t s
ideas of unifying electromagnetism and. gravitation. After
retirement~ he came to Vienna where he died on 4th Januar~ 1961.
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(October 1885 November 1962)

~ .T.S.Santhanam
MATSCIENCE,The Lns-t i tute of 1\1athematical SCiences, MADRAS-600113

Besides his basf.c discovery of the structure of atomic

and of the radiation emanating from them, we particularly remember

him for as you all know that he is directly responsible for the

creation of our Institute. It is the impression that he conveyed

to Pandi t Nehru that moved the sponsers to start our Institute.

We have instituted a Niels Bohr, Visiting professorship at the

Insti tute and many eminent scientists like Professors Schiff_ and

Marshak vi si ted our Institute under thi s scheme.

~

':..'"
'.

~~

••••

Niels Bohr was born in Copenhagen on October 7, 1885

as the son of Christian Bohr, an eminent physio1ogis,t. He studied

in Copenhagen Universi ty and tc...okhis Doctor 1 s degree in 1911.

Even as a student, he won a gold medal for his investigation

of the surface tension by means of oscillating fluid jets. His

stay in 1911 in Cambridge and in 1912 in l-1anchester laid the foun-

dations for his interests in atomic structure. Rutherford had

earlier discovered the existence of the nucleus through his work

on alpha-particle scattering. By introducing conceptions borrowed

from the quantum theory as established by Planck, Bohr succeeded

.in working and presenting a picture of atomic structure that, with

later discoveries of Heisenberg explains all the physical and

chemical properties of the elements. In 1916, he was appointed
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Professor of Theoretical Physics at Copenhagen University, a

p~ tion he occupied unt i.L his death in 1962. He was awar ded

the Nobel Prize for 1922. He worked on Nemron Capture and

nuclear constitution and on liquid drop model. Bohr also contri-
to

cation of the problems encountered in quantum physics, in parti-

cular by developing the concep t of complementarity. He has

authored many' books. He has six sons one of whomwe will know is
:~Ir

P'ro fe aso r Aage Bohr, who also has won the Nobel Prize.
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Lev Davidovich Landau, the great Soviet theoretical physicist

was born on 22nd January 1908~ at Baku, His father was a--chi-ef

Engineer - to an oil company and mother, a midwife. At the age of 12

he passed matriculation and entered the University at Baku and

~hen left for Leningrad University. He was not only a child prodigy
person

but also a singular, determined and obstinateK~~, as evidenced

by his remark that he would be ashamed to get a better mark than

a pass for some .subjects like literature etc. He shaped hf.mseLf

into a great physicst at Leningrad and got a nick name Dau which

st~ucl£ to him. Landau was one of the outstanding theoretician of

/our century, He had acht evad unfading meritby hi s creation of a
---

modern theoretical style. He was unique in b~ing able to get

to the theoretical essence of any problem and solve it by the

method of theoretical physics. He could simplfy a problem and make

it trivial Landau was onG of the very few physicst universalist.

After Fermi Is deat~ lili.er-emarked " Now I am the last physi ci st

universalist 1'. Before finishing the University at the age of l8j

he publi shed t\.,ropapers on quantum mechanics and 0 ne of them being

the density matrix formalism in quantum dynamics. Then he was a
logical

post-graduate student in the Leningrad Technolo/> Physical Insti-

tute.

~I
,,'
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By the end of 1928, he went to Europe worked with Pauli and

Dirac and stayed for a good time in Copem.hagenwi th Bohr and the

Insti tute which was the Necca of theoreti cal Physi c.is t s, We quote

Professor Bohr who said 'From the beginning ve got a deep impression

of hi.s power to pene t.rat.e to the root of the physical.p:'oblems and

hi s ~st:r.:).ngv.i ews on all aspects' of human life \I. Bohr has to re-

peat very often II Landau do not grumble but criticise and now let

me say a f'ew .wor'ds n. The German Chemist Os twal.d divided men of

science into two groups - Classicists and romantics. Classicists

devote themselves to one field and spend their lives in developing

1>-; their own fields. Their thinking is inertial. Romantics work-in

various fields and their thinking is almost without inertia 'and

they fly like birds from one to another and gli de from field to

field and Landau was a Romantic.

Landau ,~as an unusual personality both as a physicist and a

man and always aroused public interest and public indignation.

He classified physicsts in a 5 decade logari thmic scale. A phy-

.., cisist in class 1 did 10 times more physics than the physicist in

class 2. In that scale he put Eihstein as 1/2, Bohr, Heisenberg,
were

Schrodinger etc. assigned class 1, and adjudged himself

2 ~ • He promoted himself' to class 2 after his work

Dirac and

as class

.inphase transition •• It was during this time that he propounded'

his famous theory of diamagnetism of the electron gas called Landau

d.i s, -••'magne td.sm,

-After return from Europe, he joined Leningrad Physical

and Technical Institute and had to leave it to go to Kharkov and

realised his great talents as a teacher. Though his sLOpPYdressing

was a challenge to public taste, large number of studants were
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attracted to Ins lectures. Out of these lectures grew the eight

monuments of this great mind, as the eight volumes of theoretical

physics wri tten by Landau and Lifshitz, translated into 10 langua-

I ges now.

It was in Kharkcv, he conceived the idea of the theoreti ca.l

minimum for a graduate student which consisted of mine tests, one

has to get through before takl ng up r'esear ch, Very few got through

his tests and it was called the Landau barrier. Only 43 scientists

surmounted the barr-t sr , In 1934, L·andau was awarded the doctorate

degree wi thout presenting a bhes.is , He began new to investigate

It-" the theory of phase transi tion' and published a series of fundamental

papers on thi ssubject.

He very soon left Kharkov and began to work in Institute of

Physical Problems in l1oscow. This Institute was stsrted in 1984, by

Professor Kapi tza, a low temperature spect ald st, who was wi th the

--Cavendish 1aboratory for a numcer of years. Thi s was &"1 exceptional

Insti tute and Landau found that he could flourish without any con-

flicts and grow to great heights for which his exceptional talents

dest.l ned him. In 1938, vlh~n he was in the midst of hi s superfluid

theories, an years interuption f'oLLowed, '-

,-. '"' -

"l _ ••.••••••• "._

After resuming at Institute of Physical
.egrlter. ~bout marria~e.got m~rriedProblem, he revoked ht s- prtl nc.lpLe j_:' -;," an I~40, ana got; a

,., son named Garik in 1946••

The post war period saw an eruption of scientific acti vi ties

of Landau in the field of superfluidi ty and on the viscosity of
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liquid Helium. Then followed a number of papers on a critical re-

evaluation of quantum electrodynamics, quantum field theory and

theory of elementary parti cLes, In the fifties he created hi s

most famous contribution - the theory of the Fermi liquid.

Landau created the most influential soviet school of physics.

However, Landau's role sometimes seemed controversial. He was a

strange and unique mixture of simplicity, democratic behaviour

and unlimited intolerance and self-confidence. About parmcle-hole .

concept he said 11 Quatsc:.h" in his letter to Bohro Landau coined

a new word to condemn, theories or physicists he did not like. He

called it pathologyo His absolute judgements produced some harmful

effects as in the cise· of I. S. Shapiro from Moscow, in 1956. 8hapiro

investi gaged the 't-e puzzle and came to the conclusion that it

can be explained by pari ty non-conservation. Landau laughed at such

an idea when Shapiro presented his paper and Without his holy consent

it could not be publi shed before Lee and Yang published it. Soviet
~;:;l physics lost one Nobel Prize. His last scientific paper was on

IFundmnental Problems dealing with mullification of electrical

char ge in elementary particles t 3 published in the memorial volume

to Pauli.

His scientific contri bution cover-ed a wide field, quantum

mechanics, quantum field theory, elementary particle physics,

nuclear physics, bhermodynamtcs and statistical physics? continuum

mechanics and many different parts of statistical physics~ They may

beli sted chronolo gically as:-
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(1) The Q nsi ty matrix in qUE. turn Heahani cs '-.c1d
stati sti cal Phy ai.c.s, • • ( 1927)

o • ( 1930)

•• ( 1936-37)

• • ( 1935)

41: •••.., ( 1943)

• • ( 1943)

• • . (1940)

( 2) Quantum theory of diagmagnetism of t.he electrons

(3) Phase Tr&lsitions of second order

. (4) Domain structure of fGlI'momagnetics ant.i.f'e r ro-.
magnetism

(5) Theory of intermedi ate st at e 0 f super conductors

(6) Statistical theory of atomic nucleus

( 7) Quantum theory 0 f superfluidi ty of He-II

(8) JNultifi cation of electri cal charge of elementary
Par ta c l.e s

(9) Quantum Theory of Fermi liquid

(lO)Co!nbined pari ty in weak intErrtction

e • ( 1954)

( 1956)

( 1957)

••

• •

In 1962, November, the Swedish academy presented him the
.C'

Nobel Prize for PhysiCS for the pioneering theories, for condensed

matter, especially liquid hel Lu,n,

In 1946, he was elected the fellow of the USSRAcademy of

SCiences9 He was awarded a number of orders, including the order

of Lenin, the title as the Hero of socialist labour - for his work
.i

for the state' .d the Lenin Prize and an number of foreign honours

including the F"R.Sn, National Academy of Sciences memberships and

Nax Planck Nedal, London Award fro:m U. S •

# ' I conclude this by repating the remarks of R.E.Peierls on

Landau in a symposium, on the JJeginnings of Solid state Physics

Organized by Nott in 1979;

In the early 1930 Is when quantum theory of solids was very

much a promising 'ground for the new quantum mechanics. Landau was
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very inte'rested in this field co \<Jhichhe brought his characteristic

dep th.. of insight and insistence on fu..ndamental under standa.ng, His

paper on di'agr:agnetism of free electroni; is well known. He .exp Laf.ned

the domain structure of ferromagnetism~ In papers with IcPomaran~

t chuk he discussed the effect of electron~·electroninteraction on the

f-

l·

. 2 '
conduct Lng ,of metals and showed that it will lead toa T "tern. in

the resi st.ence to be observable at low temperature. He became

interested in the intermediate state of semiconductors and discussed'

its structure in several papers. In addi. t ton , his influence .was

e~erted through many discussions with colleagues which often helped

to extend and clarify their viewso

On the 7th Janu,ary 1962, he was fatally, hurt in a car

'accident and a great physicst was snuffed out in a senseless accident.

The catastrophy shr ook the world of physf, cs , The physics community

in Soviet Union and the world over exerted i t.se Lf to drag him out

from the javls of cl.Lrri-ca I de abh, An international consortium of

doctors, best speciali sts arrived in Moscow" Customs and Visa

formulaties were h~ld in a~ey~nce, .T~e doctors declared that 33%
as was Clone 3u%"Go medf.cf ne s ,

of hi s salvatiorl to doctors 33%Ito the phy sf.ed st s and 1% to God.
from

Slowly he revived an~ suffered fi loss of memory.

Landau the man surv+ved, Landau the physicist for six years,
on '

anCV24th March 1968, he had a relapse and died in April. His last

words wer-e " I have DO t: Jr:r:i'edbadly" I was always 'successful "in

everytbinglto That marks him out as a -fi.'~rl':s:roz:r
,

•

,-:


